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Foreword by Saxon State Minister of the Interior Markus Ulbig for the World Heritage application
“Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region”
The Erzgebirge is a traditional yet modern and future-oriented cultural landscape in the Saxon-Czech border area, in which mining activities have been playing a dominant role in the economy and will continue
to shape the region in the future. 800 years of mining were the key to the development and outstanding
embodiment of a model European mining cultural landscape. All this is represented by the World Heritage application “Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region”. The selected tangible mining heritage, merged
with the intangible heritage, testifies the technological and scientific achievements that emanated from
the region and the effects that state-authority managed mining had on all aspects of society.
I am both proud and humble to be able to sign the nomination of this outstanding and indeed unique
mining region in the heart of Europe to become part of the UNESCO World Heritage.
In 2014, the nomination file had been handed in after 15 years of intensive preparation, 15 years of hard
work by the people of an entire region. However, after a close consultation process, the file was withdrawn and revised according to the recommendation given by ICOMOS. One aspect became clear during
the prolonged and thorough nomination process: The people of the transboundary region are proud of
their mining heritage and strongly support the World Heritage application. The nomination process has
brought people from Saxony and the Czech Republic closer together, raised their enthusiasm for their
homeland and strengthened identity.
The process has again reflected the high standards of UNESCO for inscription on the World Heritage List.
I am confident that the revised nomination “Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region” will be in full compliance with these standards.
I would like to thank our Czech partners and all project participants of the Ore Mountains region for their
outstanding efforts in preparing the nomination. I am sure that the outstanding commitment of all participants has been worthwhile for the people of the region in Saxony and the Czech Republic and that the
“Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region” is a worthy candidate for World Heritage.

Markus Ulbig
Saxon State Minister of the Interior
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Foreword by Czech Minister of Culture Daniel Herman for the World Heritage application
“Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region”
For centuries the cultural landscape of Krušné hory (Ore Mountains/Erzgebirge) has been not only rich in
natural resources shared by two neighbouring countries – the present Federal Republic of Germany, in
particular Saxony, and the Czech Republic – but it has also been an important cultural and social borderland in both these countries.
For its morphology and landscape qualities, Krušné hory is one of the most important mountain ridges in
our country. This Project deserves full support because it is aimed at the conservation of the evidence of
centuries - old human settlements and people’s activities resulting in an exceptional collection of mining
towns and individual architectural gems, as well as people’s skills in exploiting local natural resources for
their livelihood and, in many cases, for the prosperity of the region.
In recent years, a team of recognised experts has studied and duly documented unique underground
evidence of mining and preserved traces of these activities on the surface, including a wide range of
diverse engineering structures as well as production heritage related to ore mining and buildings serving
to other activities of people living in the mountains, so that the nature of the nomination project would
fully comply with the World Heritage Convention.
The nomination submitted of the Krušnohoří/Erzgebirge Mining Region meets the noble aims of the Convention, including the identification, description, protection, conservation, specification and wide public
presentation of assets, which the States Parties wish to offer to the global community and, as a voluntary
commitment of special care, wish to preserve for future generations in the maximum degree of integrity
and authenticity possible. In this context, it is worth mentioning that the research work performed at
both sides of Krušné hory/Erzgebirge resulted not only in the articulation of the key expert opinions but
also in networking and establishing new contacts at professional, municipal and personal levels.
Therefore I am very pleased to add my signature to the dossier which presents the core findings made
so far in this project and I strongly believe that the experience acquired will help in the implementation
of subsequent systematic steps aimed at the sustainable preservation and presentation of this cultural
heritage. The co-operation between the Czech Republic and the Free State of Saxony in this bilateral
Project is, therefore, a natural continuation of the centuries - old tradition of people living together in this
beautiful and distinctive mining region.

Daniel Herman
Minister of Culture of the Czech Republic
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Fig. 1 Head frame of Shaft Complex 371 near Hartenstein, Uranium Mining Landscape
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Executive Summary
State Party:

Federal Republic of Germany represented by the Free State of Saxony
Czech Republic (CZ)

State, Province or Region:

Federal Republic of Germany (DE), Free State of Saxony
Parts of the administrative districts Mittelsachsen, Erzgebirgskreis,
Meißen, Sächsische Schweiz-Osterzgebirge, Zwickau
Czech Republic (CZ)
Parts of the regions Karlovy Vary (Karlovarský kraj) and Ústí (Ústecký kraj),
districts of Karlovy Vary, Teplice, Chomutov

Name of Property:

Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region

Geographical coordinates to the nearest second:
Id n°

Component part

Municipality(ies)

Coordinates of the main
identification point

Map N°

1-DE

Dippoldiswalde
Medieval Silver Mines

Dippoldiswalde

N 50°53‘48.150”
E 13°40’26.946”

DE/01

2-DE

Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining
Landscape

Altenberg

N 50°45’50.578”
E 13°46’13.697”

DE/02-03

3-DE

Lauenstein
Administrative Centre

Altenberg

N 50°47’7.156”
E 13°49’23.815”

DE/02-03

4-DE

Freiberg Mining
Landscape

Brand-Erbisdorf, Freiberg, Großhartmannsdorf, Großschirma, Halsbrücke, Klipphausen,
Lichtenberg/Erzgeb., Mulda/Sa.,
Neuhausen/Erzgeb., Pfaffroda, Reinsberg,
Sayda, Striegistal, Weißenborn/Erzgeb.

N 50°55’5.960’’
E 13°20’40.156’’

DE/04
DE/04.1-12

5-DE

Hoher Forst Mining
Landscape

Hartmannsdorf bei Kirchberg,
Langenweißbach, Kirchberg

N 50°37’10.630”
E 12°34‘7.575”

DE/05

6-DE

Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

Schneeberg, Zschorlau,
Hartmannsdorf bei Kirchberg

N 50° 35‘ 44.643“
E 12° 38’ 39.101”

DE/06-07

7-DE

Schindlers Werk
Smalt Works

Zschorlau

N 50°32’31.138”
E 12°39’30.828”

DE/06-07

8-DE

Annaberg-Frohnau Mining
Landscape

Annaberg-Buchholz

N 50°34’51.200”
E 13°0’22.137”

DE/08-10

9-DE

Pöhlberg Mining
Landscape

Annaberg-Buchholz

N 50°34’32.188’’
E 13°2’43.988’’

DE/08-10

10-DE

Buchholz Mining Landscape

Annaberg-Buchholz

N 50°33‘47.339“
E 12°59’20.585”

DE/08-10

11-DE

Marienberg Mining Town

Marienberg

N 50°39’7.316”
E 13°9’54.265”

DE/11-12

12-DE

Lauta Mining
Landscape

Marienberg

N 50°39’50.441”
E 13°8’33.430”

DE/11-12

13-DE

Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining
Landscape

Ehrenfriedersdorf

N 50°38’35.243”
E 12°58’35.965”

DE/13

14-DE

Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

Olbernhau

N 50°38’58.874”
E 13°22’17.767”

DE/14
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Component part

Municipality(ies)

Coordinates of the main
identification point

Map N°

15-DE

Eibenstock Mining
Landscape

Eibenstock

N 50°30’47.048”
E 12°35’55.213”

DE/15

16-DE

Rother Berg Mining
Landscape

Schwarzenberg/Erzgeb.

N 50°31’12.511”
E 12°47’15.534”

DE/16

17-DE

Uranium Mining
Landscape

Bad Schlema, Aue, Hartenstein

N 50°38’0.234”
E 12°41’8.358”

DE/17

Executive summary

Id n°

Czech Republic
1-CZ

Jáchymov Mining
Landscape

Jáchymov (Karlovarský kraj)

N 50°22‘16.85”
E 12°54’47.53”

CZ/01

2-CZ

Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná – Mining Landscape

Abertamy, Boží Dar, Horní Blatná
(Karlovarský kraj)

N 50°24‘23.50”
E 12°50’14.44”

CZ/02,
CZ/02.1-4

3-CZ

The Red Tower of Death

Ostrov (Karlovarský kraj)

N 50°19‘44.24”
E 12°57’12.28”

CZ/03

4-CZ

Krupka Mining Landscape

Krupka (Ústecký kraj)

N 50°41‘6.76”
E 13°51’19.66”

CZ/04

5-CZ

Mědník Hill Mining
Landscape

Mědník (Ústecký kraj)

N 50°25‘27.85”
E 13°6’41.63”

CZ/05

Textual description of the boundaries of the nominated property:
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region comprises
twenty-two component parts that together represent the most significant mining heritage, both
above and below ground, of the metallogenic mineral province and distinctive cultural region of the
Ore Mountains. The nominated component parts
contain all the necessary attributes of proposed
outstanding universal value that are manifest in a
regional spatial range. The spatially discontinuous
pattern of component parts, that contain essential
interrelated elements, is due to the natural uneven
distribution – and variable density and concentration – of mines, both above and below ground,
the catchments and channels of landscape-scale
water management for industry, of ore-processing
and smelting sites, settlement and social infrastructure, agriculture and forestry. The component
parts include all successive and evolving sociotechnical systems specified for several periods
and ore resources as well as all key interrelated
interdependent and visual elements. Together, the
serial property forms a coherent mining landscape
reflecting the history of mining and its far-reaching
impact on the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří region.
The boundary of the nominated property as a
whole has been drawn according to the rationale
of a cultural landscape, which brings with it the
need for contextualization and which encompasses
its functional, spatial and historical integrity, both
above and below ground. The boundaries of the

component parts include all attributes related to
the mining system including mining sites and operational areas, processing sites, infrastructure to
support the mine, miners’ living sites, aspects of
settlement stimulated by mining (e.g. agricultural
areas) and landscape modifications due to mining
(e.g. shaft collapses) necessary to convey the significance and characteristic of each part as it contributes to the full expression of the outstanding
universal value and the integrity and authenticity of
the property. The boundaries were drawn to include
the setting and the functional links with the environment and other elements of the mining system.
Buffer zones have been applied to protect the
nominated property from adverse impacts, and
additionally to protect important setting. The setting includes physical monuments and landscape
components which provide additional historical
context and a physical space in which events could
affect the visual appreciation of these elements.
It also encompasses degraded elements in terms
of authenticity and integrity (e.g. forest areas and
settlement structures) that, however, represent important setting. In two cases (2-DE, 2-CZ), the buffer
zones extend beyond the national border to ensure
adequate protection of the nominated component
part. The extent to which changes outside the nominated property can adversely affect its outstanding
universal value has been thoroughly considered.
The buffer zones encompass sufficient area within
which developments might become a threat to
the value of the property. The boundaries were de-
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termined in exact plots wherever possible. On the
Saxon side, in some cases, for linear elements a
standardised buffer zone between 5 and 10 meters
in width was determined. Structures located underground were only allocated with a buffer zone when
these are reflected by function-specific installations
or archaeological remains aboveground. Otherwise,
aboveground (construction) measures will have no
effect on these mostly very deep-lying structures.

A3 size maps of the nominated property:

Overview maps attached to the end of the Excecutive Summary. For more detailed maps see
cf. chapter 1, Nomination File, and maps volume 2.

Criteria under which property
is nominated:
(ii), (iii) and (iv)

Draft Statement of Outstanding
Universal Value:

Brief synthesis
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a transboundary cultural landscape located in the southeast of the Federal Republic of Germany and the
northwest of the Czech Republic. It comprises a
series of twenty-two component parts that represents the spatial, functional, historical and sociotechnological integrity of the territory known as the
Ore Mountains (Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří). This geologically, geomorphologically and geographically
distinctive low central European mountain range
stretches from the southwest to the northeast for
150 km, with an average width of 40 km. It is broadly a self-contained landscape unit that has been
profoundly and irreversibly shaped by 800 years of
almost continuous polymetallic mining, from the
12th to 20th centuries. The component parts of the
series represent the most important mining areas
of the region, and include the highest density of attributes and values.
The relict structure and pattern of the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region remains highly legible
and is characterized by specific and formative contributions made by the exploitation of different metals, at different times, in locations defined by an uneven distribution, and exceptional concentration,
of mineral deposits. Separate mining landscapes
emerged on both sides of the Ore Mountains, characterized by exchange of technical know-how,
miners and metallurgists between Saxony and Bohemia. For significant periods of time the region
played a major role in the production of tin (15th/16th
centuries), silver (15th/16th centuries), cobalt (16th to
18th centuries), or uranium (19th/20th centuries) both
on a European and world-wide scale.
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The value of the cultural landscape is based on
the interaction between people and their environment, not only attested by the physical elements
of the property, but also by intangible aspects that
are manifest in them. They collectively provide testimony to the first stages in the region, in the early
16th century, of the early modern transformation
of mining and metallurgy from a small-scale craftbased industry with out-dated medieval origins
to a large-scale state-controlled industry. Statecontrol of the mining industry, with all its administrative, managerial, educational and social dimensions, together with technological and scientific
achievements which emanated openly from the
region, influenced all continental European mining
regions from the Carpathic Arc to eastern France,
and beyond. Indeed, the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region is seminal in this respect.
Criterion (ii)
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is an exceptional testimony to the outstanding role and strong
global influence of the Saxon-Bohemian Ore Mountains as a centre for technological and scientific innovations from the Renaissance up to Modern Times.
During several periods of mining history significant
achievements related to the mining industry emanated from the region and were successfully transferred or influenced subsequent developments in
other mining regions.
The enduring growth of mining activities set the
conditions for the appearance of innovations such
as water hoisting or processing technologies, the first
geological maps, the early printing of technological
books, the foundation of the first mining high school,
the development of the economic geology itself and
establishment as a distinct discipline, the discovery
of chemical elements as well as scientific research
inspired by mining. The continuous worldwide emigration of highly trained Saxon-Bohemian miners
(15th to the 20th centuries) played a key role for the
interchange on developments in technology and
sciences. Additionally, early scientific works (16th/17th
centuries) and a sophisticated educational system
for mining experts (from 18th century onwards) enabled the worldwide transfer of knowledge. In this regard, of particular importance is the Agricola’s “De re
metallica” (1556) based on experiences and inspirations gained from the Ore Mountains region, and the
founding of the Mining Academy in Freiberg (1765).
The Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region played a
strategic role for the development as well as improvement of mining technology and related sciences. The
exchange and influences are evident on the heritage
created by mining along history.

Criterion (iv)
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a series
representing a coherent mining landscape with
specific proportions of land dedicated in specific
places to mining dictated by the uneven distribution and concentration of ore deposits, and
exploited in different periods and processing operations, to water management and forestry, to
urbanization, agriculture, transport and communications - a pattern of nodes and concentrations,
of linear connecting features, all developed in
successive phases under increasing state control.
This is an outstanding, indeed unique, example of
a transboundary region transformed by mining activities from the 12th to the 20th centuries.
Well-preserved mine workings, technological
ensembles and landscape features bear witness
to all known extracting and processing technologies applied since the late medieval to modern
times as well as to the development of extensive
sophisticated water management systems both
above- and underground. The mining activities led
to the unparalleled development of a dense settlement pattern both in valleys and very high harsh
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Criterion (iii)
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region bears exceptional testimony to technological, scientific, administrative, educational, managerial and social
aspects that underpin the intangible dimension
of living traditions, ideas and beliefs of the people
associated with Ore Mountains’ culture.
Organization and a hierarchical administration
and management are fundamental to understanding the mining tradition of the Ore Mountains that
developed from the beginnings of the 16th century;
a tradition developed by the mining bureaucracies
of absolute rulers to maintain strict control of the
work force and to induce a favourable climate for
an early-capitalistic system of financing. Mining
law, organisation and state financing of high-cost
large-scale developments that benefitted many
but could be afforded by few (water management for power supply, adit systems, centralized
ore-processing and smelting, etc.) were key to economic progress. Such an approach influenced the
economic, legal, administrative and social system
of mining in all continental Europe mining regions.
Moreover, the state-controlled mining organisation strongly influenced the development of Early
Modern monetary systems, particularly witnessed
by the royal mint in Jáchymov. The heavy silver
coins known as ‘thalers’ first minted in Jáchymov
from 1520 became a standard for the monetary
systems in many European countries for several
centuries and became also a predecessor of the
oversea ‘dollar’.

upland positions, featuring a close connection to
the surrounding mining landscapes. They feature
a specific infrastructure reflecting the needs of the
mining industry, miners and their families.
Statement of Integrity
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a specific,
discrete, mountainous mining landscape with corresponding shared, transboundary, cultural origins
and characteristics. Whilst there is a substantial core
of relict elements, the Ore Mountains remain, overall,
a living and evolving cultural landscape.
The property is of a sufficient size to contain all
the necessary attributes of proposed outstanding
universal value that are manifested in a regional
spatial range and contained within twenty-two
component parts. The spatially discontinuous pattern of component parts, that contain essential
interrelated elements conveying attributes and values, is due to the natural uneven distribution – and
variable density and concentration – of mines, the
catchments and channels of landscape-scale water
management for industry, of ore-processing and
smelting sites, settlement and social infrastructure,
agriculture and forestry.
In general, all component parts and elements are
in good condition, including the majority of built
structures, whilst potential threats remain wholly under control due to comprehensive legal protection.
The boundary of the nominated property is drawn
according to the rationale of a cultural landscape.
Each component part has a specific combination of
attributes portrayed by remains of its mining function
as well as significant elements of the social and cultural development. The component parts document
the cultural, functional, social and administrative
interaction both within, and between, the individual
mining areas. Together, they bear witness to the dynamic functions of a transboundary mining region in
all significant phases of development, encompassing the complete context of a discrete transboundary
mining civilization. Buffer zones have been applied
to protect the nominated property from adverse impacts, and additionally to protect important setting
and visual interrelations.
Statement of Authenticity
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a discrete
cultural landscape shaped by 800 years of technologically innovative exploitation of polymetallic
ores, particularly silver, tin, cobalt and uranium.
The relict, and continuing transboundary mining
landscape comprises 22 component parts. These
contain the densest physical manifestations of the
attributes of proposed Outstanding Universal Value
that, together and as a whole, provide geographical
cohesion as representative of the uneven distribu-
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tion, and distinctive concentration, of exceptional
mineral resources and the credible evidence for how
their exploitation – as complete socio-technical
systems – was sustained in, and by, the landscape
and its transboundary community. The nominated
property further embodies the intangible cultural
tradition of the original model of central European
state-controlled mining together with all its administrative, technological and educational prowess;
linked to which is an exceptional resource of movable technological and scientific collections, archives
and a prolific and enduring academic corpus.
The nominated property is a well-preserved
classic central European metal mining landscape.
Its explicitly determined system of land-use and
socio-technical processes retain an unusually high
degree of legibility. Attributes and their pattern of
distribution, combination, connectivity and interrelationships are clearly identified and dated. They
are further sustained by a highly authentic and credible location and setting that combine to convey
clarity of meaning and understanding. These derive
from phased activity that is inextricably linked to a
rare exploitation suite of ores and which combines
to create a series of cultural landscapes that reveal
consistent functional, historical and visual relationships. Essential features remain distinctive and are
visually unimpeded by modern intrusive development. The property - as a whole, at the level of
component parts and their constituent elements
- meets the conditions of authenticity necessary to
qualify for inscription, the principal attributes tested
against each of the justification criteria.
Protection and Management Requirements
The competent ministries of both State Parties have
signed a Memorandum of Understanding in which
they declare their common will to protect the nominated property in accordance with the World Heritage Convention. International conventions and
charters respected by both States Parties provide
the basis for the cooperation between the two State
Parties and the protection of the nominated property on the international level. As nature conservation
is anchored in European law, the protective measures are the same in both countries.
On the national level, all component parts and
buffer zones of the serial property benefit from protection guaranteed by various legal instruments anchored in the respective protective mechanisms of
the State Parties. As a rule, changes to and building
projects on cultural monuments and in the natureprotected areas are subject to authorization according to the respective legal regulations.
A management structure was established to
coordinate all matters and interests related to the
nominated property including representatives of
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all responsible ministries and authorities, technical
and scientific institutions, and regional stakeholders. A Management Plan was elaborated to provide
basic objectives and a working framework on the
international and national level. The Management
Plan aims to safeguard the attributes and values, integrity and authenticity of the nominated property.
Modern developments, including in particular
the possibility of new mining activities, are the
main long-term challenge for the protection and
management of the property. All relevant stakeholders were included in the management structure to secure a constant flow of information regarding potential new developments in the region
and to assess their impact on the nominated component parts, and to mitigate negative impacts on
the outstanding universal value of the property,
its integrity and authenticity. Long-term expectation is to reach a shared responsibility among all
generations for the protection and preservation of
the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region and to
establish a common sustainable regional strategy
specifically addressing the needs of the nominated property from a World Heritage perspective.

Name and contact information of official
local institution/agency:
Free State of Saxony, Germany
Sächsisches Staatsministerium des Innern
(Saxon Ministry of the Interior)
01095 Dresden
Phone: +49 351-5 64 0
Fax: +49 351-5 64 31 99
Email: denkmalpfelge@smi.sachsen.de
Web address: http://www.smi.sachsen.de

Welterbe Montanregion Erzgebirge e.V.
(World Heritage association)
c/o Wirtschaftsförderung Erzgebirge GmbH
Adam-Ries-Straße 16, 09456 Annaberg Buchholz
Tel.: (+49) (0)3733-145 0
Fax: (+49) (0)3733-145 145
Email: kontakt@montanregion-erzgebirge.de
Web address:
http://www.montanregion-erzgebirge.de
Czech Republic
Ministerstvo kultury České republiky
(Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic)
Maltézské náměstí 1
CZ-118 01 Praha 1 – Malá Strana
Phone: +420 257 085 111
Fax: +420 224 318 155
Email: posta@mkcr.cz
Web address: http://www.mkcr.cz
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Fig. 2 Zethauer man-made ditch of the Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt Freiberg/RWA, active mining water management system, Freiberg Mining Landscape
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Fig. 3 Štola No. 1, Jáchymov Mining Landscape
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1. Identification of the Property
1.a Country
Federal Republic of Germany
Czech Republic

1.b State, Province or Region
Federal Republic of Germany (DE), Free State of Saxony
Parts of the administrative districts Mittelsachsen, Erzgebirgskreis,
Meißen, Sächsische Schweiz-Osterzgebirge, Zwickau
Czech Republic (CZ)
Parts of the regions Karlovy Vary (Karlovarský kraj) and Ústí (Ústecký kraj),
districts of Karlovy Vary, Teplice, Chomutov

1.c Name of Property
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region

1.d Geographical coordinates to the nearest second
Id n°

Component part

Municipality(ies)

Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component
part size (ha)

Buffer
zone (ha)

Map n°

Germany
1-DE

Dippoldiswalde
Medieval Silver Mines

Dippoldiswalde

N 50°53‘48.150”
E 13°40’26.946”

536.871

-

DE/01

2-DE

Altenberg-Zinnwald
Mining Landscape

Altenberg

N 50°45’50.578”
E 13°46’13.697”

269.367

1,716.705

DE/02-03

3-DE

Lauenstein
Administrative Centre

Altenberg

N 50°47’7.156”
E 13°49’23.815”

2.926

18.885

DE/02-03

4-DE

Freiberg Mining
Landscape

Brand-Erbisdorf,
Freiberg, Großhartmannsdorf, Großschirma,
Halsbrücke, Klipphausen,
Lichtenberg/Erzgeb.,
Mulda/Sa., Neuhausen/
Erzgeb., Pfaffroda, Reinsberg, Sayda, Striegistal,
Weißenborn/Erzgeb.

N 50°55’5.960’’
E 13°20’40.156’’

624.434

2,202.532

DE/04
DE/04.1-12

5-DE

Hoher Forst Mining
Landscape

Hartmannsdorf bei Kirchberg, Langenweißbach,
Kirchberg

N 50°37’10.630”
E 12°34‘7.575”

44.799

103.604

DE/05

6-DE

Schneeberg Mining
Landscape

Schneeberg, Zschorlau,
Hartmannsdorf bei
Kirchberg

N 50° 35‘ 44.643“
E 12° 38’ 39.101”

218.150

670.351

DE/06-07

7-DE

Schindlers Werk Smalt
Works

Zschorlau

N 50°32’31.138”
E 12°39’30.828”

2.659

2.700

DE/06-07

8-DE

Annaberg-Frohnau
Mining Landscape

Annaberg-Buchholz

N 50°34’51.200”
E 13°0’22.137”

191.994

9-DE

Pöhlberg Mining
Landscape

Annaberg-Buchholz

N 50°34’32.188’’
E 13°2’43.988’’

118.940

10-DE

Buchholz Mining
Landscape

Annaberg-Buchholz

N 50°33‘47.339“
E 12°59’20.585”

37.346

11-DE

Marienberg Mining Town

Marienberg

N 50°39’7.316”
E 13°9’54.265”

25.306

N 50°39’50.441”
E 13°8’33.430”

20.592

12-DE

Lauta Mining Landscape
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Marienberg

DE/08-10
926.131

DE/08-10
DE/08-10
DE/11-12

44.603
DE/11-12

Component part

Municipality(ies)

Coordinates of the main
identification point

Component
part size (ha)

Buffer
zone (ha)

Map n°

13-DE

Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining
Landscape

Ehrenfriedersdorf

N 50°38’35.243”
E 12°58’35.965”

71.148

891.575

DE/13

14-DE

Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

Olbernhau

N 50°38’58.874”
E 13°22’17.767”

12.917

25.294

DE/14

15-DE

Eibenstock Mining
Landscape

Eibenstock

N 50°30’47.048”
E 12°35’55.213”

100.656

248.312

DE/15

16-DE

Rother Berg Mining
Landscape

Schwarzenberg/Erzgeb.

N 50°31’12.511”
E 12°47’15.534”

4.519

38.556

DE/16

17-DE

Uranium Mining
Landscape

Bad Schlema, Aue,
Hartenstein

N 50°38’0.234”
E 12°41’8.358”

811.213

746.263

DE/17
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Id n°

Czech Republic
1-CZ

Jáchymov Mining
Landscape

Jáchymov
(Karlovarský kraj)

N 50°22‘16.85”
E 12°54’47.53”

738.452

637.900

CZ/01

2-CZ

Abertamy – Boží Dar –
Horní Blatná – Mining
Landscape

Abertamy, Boží Dar, Horní
Blatná (Karlovarský kraj)

N 50°24‘23.50”
E 12°50’14.44”

2,608.279

3,011.867

CZ/02,
CZ/02.1-4

3-CZ

The Red Tower of Death

Ostrov (Karlovarský kraj)

N 50°19‘44.24”
E 12°57’12.28”

0.200

2.804

CZ/03

4-CZ

Krupka Mining
Landscape

Krupka (Ústecký kraj)

N 50°41‘6.76”
E 13°51’19.66”

317.565

474.299

CZ/04

5-CZ

Mědník Hill Mining
Landscape

Mědenec (Ústecký kraj)

N 50°25‘27.85”
E 13°6’41.63”

7.724

1,255.410

CZ/05

1.e Maps and plans, showing boundaries
of the nominated property and buffer zone
In the maps volume further overview maps, maps with protective designation, smaller-scale maps and
additional maps are included (cf. volume 2, maps).
Table 1 List of maps

Map No.

Description

Scale

Size

Copyright/Deposition

DE/CZ/02

Index map for DE/CZ/02.A - DE/CZ/02.D

1:400.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 Esri, DeLorme, NAVTEQ

DE/01-17

Location of the Saxon component parts

1:350.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 Esri, DeLorme, NAVTEQ

DE/01

1-DE Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver Mines

1:25.000

A4

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/02-03

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape,
3-DE Lauenstein Administrative Centre

1:35.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape –
index map DE/04.1-DE/04.12

1.300.000

A4

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04.1

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04.2

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04.3

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04.4

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK
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Map No.

Description

Scale

Size

Copyright/Deposition

DE/04.5

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04.6

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04.7

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04.8

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04.9

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04.10

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04.11

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/04.12

4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/05

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining Landscape

1:15.000

A4

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/06-07

6-DE Schneeberg Mining Landscape,
7-DE Schindlers Werk Smalt Works

1:28.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/08-10

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape,
9-DE Pöhlberg Mining Landscape,
10-DE Buchholz Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/11-12

11-DE Marienberg Mining Town,
12-DE Lauta Mining Landscape

1:15.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/13

13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape

1:28.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/14

14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

1:10.000

A4

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/15

15-DE Eibenstock Mining Landscape

1:20.000

A4

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/16

16-DE Rother Berg Mining Landscape

1:10.000

A4

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

DE/17

17-DE Uranium Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

©2017 Projektgruppe IWTG,
©2017 GeoSN DTK

CZ/01-05

Location of the Czech component parts

1:300.000

A3

WMS DTK 500 © Staatsbetrieb
GeoSN

CZ/01

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013

CZ/02

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná – Mining
Landscape

1:50.000

A3

ZM 50 © ČÚZK 2013

CZ/02.1

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná – Mining
Landscape

1:25.000

A3

ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013; WMS DTK 25
© Staatsbetrieb GeoSN

CZ/02.2

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná – Mining
Landscape

1:25.000

A3

ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013; WMS DTK 25
© Staatsbetrieb GeoSN; ©2017
Projektgruppe IWTG, ©2017
GeoSN DTK

CZ/02.3

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná – Mining
Landscape

1:25.000

A3

Base maps ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013;
WMS DTK 25 © Staatsbetrieb
GeoSN
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Description

Scale

Size

Copyright/Deposition

CZ/02.4

2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná – Mining
Landscape

1:25.000

A3

ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013; WMS DTK 25
© Staatsbetrieb GeoSN

CZ/03

3-CZ The Red Tower of Death

1: 2.000

A3

WMS KM © ČUZK

CZ/04

4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape

1:20.000

A3

ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013

CZ/05

5-CZ Mědník Hill Mining Landscape

1:25.000

A3

ZM 25 © ČÚZK 2013
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Map No.

Map DE/CZ/01: Location of the nominated property
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Fig. 4 Wildbahn mine , Hřebečná tin mining district
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Chapter 1
Fig. 5 Lines of heaps near Frohnau from the 15th to 16th centuries, Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape

1.f Area of nominated property (ha)
and proposed buffer zone (ha)
Area of the nominated property:
Buffer zone:
Total area:

6,766.059 ha
13,017.791 ha
19,783.850 ha
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Fig. 6 Muldenhütten smeltery, Freiberg Mining Landscape (historic complex in the foreground)
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Fig. 7 Vlčí jáma (Wolf’s Pit) near Horní Blatná - a remnant of largely opencast exploitation of tin ores in the 16th to 18th centuries , Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní
Blatná – Mining Landscape
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2. Description
2.a.1 Introduction
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is a transboundary serial nomination that spans parts of
southeast Germany and the northwest Czech
Republic. It comprises twenty-two component
parts that together represent the most significant mining heritage, both above and below
ground, of the metallogenic mineral province and distinctive cultural region of the ‘Ore
Mountains’. As a mining region it was the most
important source of silver in the Old World, particularly from 1460 to 1560 when European silver output was unprecedented and dominated
international precious metal markets, whilst its
polymetallic deposits are further distinguished
by the historically significant exploitation of,
in particular: tin (15th to 16th centuries), cobalt
(16th to 18th centuries) and uranium (19th to 20th
centuries); though mining continued for each,
except the late-comer uranium, through much
of the 15th to 19th centuries.
The central European low mountain range, its
bilateral toponym providing the title of the nominated property, stretches from the southwest to
the northeast for 150 km, with an average width
of 40 km. This natural border is highly metalliferous and culturally it both divided, and united,
Saxony and Bohemia for around 800 years from

the 12th to 20th centuries. The political border running along the mountain ridge was finally defined
in 1556 but, nevertheless, the Ore Mountains remained a region with close cultural, economic
and social links that always had more common
features than those separating it. Therefore, it is
appropriate to be considered as a whole.
The landscape of the Ore Mountains is heavily influenced by its geology, topography and
structure that is essentially a tilted fault-block.
The highest mountains are the Klínovec (1,244
m) on the Czech side and the Fichtelberg (1,215
m) on the German side which are both located in
the western part of the region. From the south,
the Ore Mountains ascend steeply via a scarp to
a broad central plateau. To the north they lower
gradually to the Saxon hill region. The crest of the
mountains themselves forms a succession of plateaux and individual peaks where the climate is
characterized by twice the level of precipitation
compared to the lower lands and is distinctly
harsh, with much of this falling as snow which
can remain as a thick and permanent layer until
April. The eastern part mainly comprises large,
gently climbing plateaux, in contrast with the
steeper and higher-lying western and central areas. The mountain range is incised by a number
of river valleys which drain southwards into the
Ohře valley and northwards into the Mulde valley
or directly into the Elbe valley.

Chapter 2

2.a Description of the Property

Fig. 8
View from the
Arno-LippmannSchacht (shaft) to
the Altenberger
Pinge (shaft collapse), AltenbergZinnwald Mining
Landscape
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The characteristic combination of topography
and an uneven and exceptional concentration
of mineral resources, together with a mining
system predominantly under state control, dictated land-use: mining, water management and
transport routes, mineral processing, settlement,
forest and agriculture. The latter, and all other
uses, were subordinated. The value of the cultural landscape is based on the interaction between
people and their environment. Attributes of the
nominated property are manifested by mines and
their innovative technological ensembles, mineral processing infrastructure, water management
systems and mining towns - testimony to the first
stages of the early modern transformation of mining and metallurgy from a craft to a large-scale

industry that preceded and enabled successful
industrialization that continued into the twentieth century. Mineral resources do not, of course,
respect political boundaries and several deposits
were mined, over a period, from Saxony in the
north and from Bohemia in the south, even interconnecting underground in some instances (e.g.
Zinnwald/Cínovec tin mines). Whilst river valleys
on the Czech side provide the setting for some
mining towns, such as Jáchymov and Krupka, the
main mining towns of Freiberg, Schneeberg, Annaberg and Marienberg on the German side are
located on the hills, the water catchment draining
north being harnessed, instead, by a pioneering
large-scale water management system for industrial power and ore-processing.

Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region is characterised by
• a range of successive and evolved socio-technical systems specified for several periods and different ore resources which testify to the achievements in technical performance and improvements
in miners’ and other people’s work lives.
• a series of cultural landscapes showing the development and function of these socio-technical
systems by means of tangible mining and mining-related structures, installations and settlements
as well as specific intangible values.
The potential outstanding universal value of the nominated property is primarily founded on
• the technological and scientific achievements which emanated from the region and were diffused worldwide from the 16th to the 20th centuries;
• the development of a state-controlled mining system with all its administrative, managerial,
educational and social dimensions which influenced all continental European mining regions;
• the gradual transformation of the landscape into a coherent mining region as a result of its
socio-technical history.

Relationship of the series to the
cultural landscape, and relationship between the series itself
Appropriate use of the cultural landscape category brings with it the need for contextualisation,
spatial continuity and complexity of components
in terms of density of attributes, including processes and interrelationships. Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří
Mining Region is a discrete cultural landscape that
represents the culture of the mining region of the
Ore Mountains, a shared heritage located within a
shared natural border territory between Germany
and the Czech Republic. The natural and semi-natural environment, shaped by 800 years of mining
activity (with all its complex and integrated processes, relationships, achievements and tensions),
also contributes richly to cultural identity of the
mining region. The landscape contains attributes
of Outstanding Universal Value, irrespective of
current political boundaries, therefore making a
transboundary property essential.
Component parts seem quite close on the regional scale, but are necessarily separated to re-
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flect the characteristics of such a mining region
with its spatially discontinuous mineralization that
leads to discrete mining districts headed administratively by principal mining towns. There are areas
of the Ore Mountains that do not contain relevant
attributes of Outstanding Universal Value or, at
most, contain either degraded elements in terms
of authenticity and integrity, or contain isolated elements that are nonetheless still protected. Overall, however, much of this represents important
setting and is contained within buffer zone.
Landscapes are dynamic, and develop over
time in response to changing human values and
ideologies. Component parts of the Erzgebirge/
Krušnohoří Mining Region have been selected to
preserve, protect and conserve the amount necessary to convey, in perpetuity, the meaning and
stories associated with it. They collectively represent a comfortable threshold for the permanent
sustainability of proposed Outstanding Universal
Value. Each component part displays clear, tangible, physical patterns and elements, and all are
closely connected with each other in terms of func-

2.a.2 The property
This subchapter describes the serial property as it appears today. The surviving mining cultural landscape,
its urban environments and wider cultural phenomena represent physical traces of a long history. This
description should therefore be read in conjunction
with the next chapter, 2.b History and Development,
which provides a chronological description and a
closer explanation of the tangible and intangible attributes as well as the elements that are visible in the
landscape at the present time.
22 component parts represent the evolution of
the mining region, its global significance and the
formative influence of the mining activities on the
landscape and its communities from the 12th to
the 20th centuries. For their selection, socio-technical systems of mining in the Ore Mountains were
defined which represent the principal chronological phases of mining as well as the main ores with
their associated elements of mining and processing technologies, administrative, social, cultural
and landscape aspects characteristic for each socio-technical system and the Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region as a whole. The contribution of
each component part to the Outstanding Universal
value is described by means of principal elements1
conveying the attributes and values.

The cultural landscape, and typologies of
tangible elements that contribute to OUV
Distinct development phases influenced the Ore
Mountains region during the course of its mining history. During each of these periods a wide
spectrum of ores has been extracted from the
polymetallic deposits: notably silver, both the
region’s bonanza and mainstay for centuries,
and also comparatively rare metals such as tin,
cobalt and uranium. Mining and related activities shaped the territory and communities of the
Erzgebirge-Krušnohoří Mining Region to create
a specific mining landscape that is the result
of a layering of natural attributes and historic
cultural attributes and other values. Mining has

continuously structured the region’s economy
and daily life for over 800 years. The resulting socio-technical systems are the outcome of a long
process of development marked by technical
and social innovations, and industrial and commercial transformations that influenced the life
of the entire society.
Mining landscapes contain, and are formed
by, a number of specific elements that clearly
distinguish them from any other type of (cultural) landscape. The influence of the mining industry was not limited to the establishment of mine
workings and operational areas themselves but
also encompassed the broader context. Consequently, types of associated places emerged,
such as processing plants, infrastructure to
support the mine, miners’ housing, villages and
towns, aspects of settlement stimulated by mining and landscape modification due to mining.
The following typologies of tangible elements
of the mining landscape can be discerned in the
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří Mining Region (see section 2.b for further detail):
1) Mining elements aboveground
a. Landscape features: placer mining, opencast mines, shaft-collapses, waste and slag
heaps (dumps)
b. Built structures: portals of adits and leats,
shaft buildings, machinery (water wheels,
engines), administration buildings, residential and social buildings (e.g. assembly
and prayer rooms), mine premises, powder
houses, ore-processing sites (sorting houses, stamp mills, washing), smelting sites
2) Mining elements underground: adits, drifts,
galleries and tunnels, shafts, stopes, chambers for water wheels and water-column engines, machinery, mine workings (e.g. hammer and chisel works, fire-setting, hand and
machine drilling, surveying marks, and inscriptions)
3) Infrastructure to support the mines: water
management systems, railways, ore canals
and lifts, roads, miners’ trails
4) Miners’ settlements: administrative buildings,
mints, secular and sacred buildings, residential buildings
5) Other landscape features: charcoal platforms,
bare slopes, specific flora including pioneer
plants or rare metal-tolerant flora, agricultural
structures

Chapter 2

tion and technology, chronology and culture. They
reveal how and why the landscape was shaped,
why it now looks this way, and how it reflects intangible values and associations. Each component
part contributes to the proposed Outstanding Universal Value of the property as a whole in a substantial, scientific, readily defined and discernible
way that is easily understood and communicated.

1
Principal elements – where appropriate – were numbered in brackets following the name in chapter 2.a to allow their identification on the maps included in the
administrative data chapter of the Saxon Management Plan (cf. chapter 8). The first number always refers to the ID-No. of the respective nominated component
part.
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As a whole, the 22 component parts reflect the
development of five main different socio-technical systems that are characterized by regionspecific tangible elements specified for a certain
ore and time period:
• Silver mining landscapes (12th to 20th centuries): component parts 1-DE, 4-DE, 5-DE, 6-DE,
8-DE, 9-DE with 14-DE, 12-DE, 1-CZ;
• Tin mining landscapes (13th to 20th centuries):
component parts 2-DE, 3-DE, 10-DE, 13-DE,
15-DE, 2-CZ, 4-CZ;
• Cobalt mining landscapes (16th to 18th centuries): component parts 6-DE, 7-DE;
• Iron mining landscapes (14th to 19th centuries):
component parts 16-DE, 2-CZ, 5-CZ;
• Uranium mining landscapes (19th to 20th centuries): component parts 1-CZ, 3-CZ, 10-DE,
17-DE.
Most landscapes are multi-layered and attest to mining operations of several periods that
exploited multiple ores. In other cases, mining
landscapes were formed during a short span of
time and thus represent tightly bracketed relict
mining landscapes that reveal evidence of just
one or two development stages.

2.a.3 Description
of component parts
2.a.3.1 Silver mining landscapes
Silver was extracted during all mining periods in the
Ore Mountains from 1168 to 1968 and was the starting point for ore extraction at several important locations in the nominated property. In particular the
high silver production in the late 15th and the first half
of the 16th century gave main impulses of global impact for technological innovations, scientific achievements, state territorial regulations (such as mining
law, capitalisation and monetary system), and an
exceptional urbanisation process shaping – together
with the unevenly distributed locations of ore deposits – the settlement-geographical development of the
entire region; moreover, from the 18th onwards, the
development of an educational system to meet the
need of trained and educated mining experts.
The selected, principal, silver mining landscapes tangibly bear testimony to these developments, and achievements of global importance
including all principal elements related to the socio-technical system of silver ore mining from the
12th to the 20th centuries. A major feature of these
landscapes is the density of attributes closely interconnected to the silver ore mining process and
the related development.

Fig. 9 Map of selected silver mining landscapes/component parts marked in blue (overview, base map, Wagenbreth)
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1-DE Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver Mines:
Outstanding archaeological remains of underground
silver mining from the late 12th and early 13th centuries bearing an exceptional testimony to medieval
mining technology in-situ, and of the desertion process of the first mining phase when mining ceased in
the 14th century.
4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape: Outstanding
testimony to the predominant influence of silver mining. This is the location of the first major silver strike
in the region, and the landscape contains exceptional
multi-layered evidence of silver mining activity, and
related developments in an almost continuous succession from the 12th to the 20th centuries.
5-DE Hoher Forst Mining Landscape: Remarkable archaeological remains of Late Medieval mining activities for silver ore in the 14th and 15th centuries and of a late medieval fortified settlement
providing outstanding testimony to the miningrelated urbanisation process of the first mining
phase, and the role of the territory rulers within the
mining industry.
8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape:
Outstanding testimony to the second phase of silver
mining activities reaching the upper parts of the Ore
Mountains at the end of the 15th century. Annaberg
is the first planned mining town in the region and
is characterised by an exceptional town layout and
architecture, with mine workings located directly
beneath the town. The Frohnau silver mining landscape, immediately associated with the town, has
been shaped by a large number of historic mines
from the late 15th to the 20th centuries. The technological ensembles above and below ground document the transition from silver ore mining to bismuth,
cobalt and nickel ores in the 18th century, through to
uranium ore mining in the most recent period of mining activity in the central Ore Mountains.
9-DE Pöhlberg Mining Landscape, and associated 14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation
Works: Exceptional testimony to the mining and
processing of argentiferous copper ores. Owned
by the Annaberg mining entrepreneur family of the
Uthmanns, the mines at the Pöhlberg Mountain
developed from the late 15th century into an important group of silver-copper mines. The argentiferous
copper ores extracted here were processed 30 km
away at the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation
Works (14-DE), also built by the Uthmann family.
Substantial preservation of much of the smelting
complex represents an exceptionally rare example
of a pre-industrial centralised metallurgical site
(that served the nearby mining landscape) for the
dressing and smelting of argentiferous copper ores
into silver and copper by the crucial invention of liquation (Saigerprozess).

11-DE Marienberg Mining Town, and related
12-DE Lauta Mining Landscape: Marienberg mining town is exceptional testimony of a planned
mining town for the first time founded on the
“green field” in the neighbourhood of rich polymetallic ore deposits; in this case located near Lauta
and initiated by the local territorial ruler. It is the
first town founded north of the Alps following theoretical principles of town planning in the Renaissance. Both, Marienberg and its directly associated mining landscape document the final stage of
urban and landscape development related to 16th
century silver mining in the Ore Mountains.
1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape: Outstanding testimony of a 16th century mining landscape
in the western Bohemian Ore Mountains characterized by cross-cutting lines of heaps and depressions following the trend of main silver-ore-bearing veins as well as the prominent Renaissance
mining town. There are few towns in the world
that played such a fundamental role in the development of mining and metallurgy as Jáchymov/
Joachimsthal, which for a short period of time in
the 16th century represented the most important
silver mining district in the Ore Mountains, Europe,
and the world.
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Summary of selected component parts:

Description of the component parts

1-DE Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver Mines
Summary
Located beneath the town of Dippoldiswalde, extraordinary well-preserved underground
mine workings document an archaeological
site that is rare testimony to a medieval mine
working that dates back to 1185/1220 and features well-preserved evidence for mining technology of that time. Colonised already around
1155/60 a first rural settlement was founded and
shortly afterwards extensive silver mining took
place outside and, in some cases, even within
the boundaries of the medieval settlement – a
trait seen in other settlements across the Ore
Mountains. The mines within the settlement
were abandoned by the early 13th, overbuilt by
the structures of the developing town of Dippoldiswalde and forgotten over the centuries. At the
beginning of the 21st century they were rediscovered and since then have been investigated extensively by archaeologists.
The underground workings in-situ are of
outstanding functional integrity. The findings provide a rare source for the knowledge of early mining technology within the
European context and the medieval history
of mining in the Ore Mountains.
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Fig. 10
Plan of the discovered silver mines.
© Landesamt
für Archäologie
Sachsen

Description
Evidence of six or more parallel underground veinworkings from the 12th/13th century, including numerous shafts, have so far been discovered over an approximately 450 m stretch in an east-west direction.
Depths of 20 m were seemingly already being reached
around 1190.
Archaeological discoveries made so far include
clear evidence for medieval technologies of ore extraction. A winding chamber (2.0 x 2.2m) with remains
of winder and water catchment ditch was uncovered
running to a depth of 22 m in the claim around Obertorplatz. It still had a wooden winder (1.60 m long, 1.60
m wide, 2.0 m high) perched above an inclined blind
shaft. 25 fragments of the winder had been preserved,
including both horizontal fir beams with the respective beech winder supports, as well as various planks,
boards, slats, logs, timber wedges and wooden pegs.
On either side of the winder supports were flat planks,
which served as tread areas for the winch workers.
Two long, narrow planks 0.6 m apart lead vertically
down from the winder, presumably to a depth of several metres. Based on two retrieved logs, the winder
has been dated to around 1220, making it the oldest
of its kind in medieval European mining archaeology
to be preserved to such an extent.
Well-preserved relics of shaft planking were found
near an open inclined shaft around today’s bus station. It primarily consisted of solid wooden rods
around 2 m in length, secured with crossbars at either
end. In order to lay the rod planking on a slight slope,
the cavity between their lower edge, the horizontal
shaft face and the upper edge of the ledge was filled
with a pack of low-grade compound, which was interspersed and compacted with organic plant material.
Underneath the ledge, the shaft led to a deeper mine,
where an exposed mine ladder reached as far as the
ledge’s upper rim. Several clearly chipped markings
in the face of the decanted shaft had been protected
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Fig. 11 Silver medieval mines were only selectively overprinted by
subsequent, later mining periods and activities.
© Landesamt für Archäologie Sachsen

Fig. 12 Dippoldiswalde Medieval Silver Mines: Technical installations and equipment was uncovered in the same condition they
were when miners left them behind over 800 years ago.
© Landesamt für Archäologie Sachsen

and therefore preserved by the pack. In addition to
the aforementioned mine ladder, a further six have so
far been retrieved, though some have only been preserved as fragments. A fully preserved mining ladder
measuring 5.14 m in length and just 0.24 m in width
was recovered in a blind shaft.
Another complex discovery shows that rain and
strata water was, in some parts, channelled to a central point via a gutter system, and transported aboveground by winder in leather containers. A simulta-
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Fig. 13
This exceptional
finding situation
enabled researchers to accurately
reconstruct the systems, installations,
and operational
facilities of a medieval silver mine
for the first time in
European mining
history. © Landesamt für Archäologie Sachsen

neously used and co-ordinated system of technical
fittings and installations, located at a depth of 17.0
m, had been preserved. Water was drained using
a 25.5-m-long pipe, largely consisting of flattened
wooden gutters up to 4.2 m in length with U-shaped
cross-section, as well as traverse intercepts, gutters,
water tanks and catchment basins hewn into the
rock. The pipe, which dates back to around 1220/25,
displays a north-south slope of around 0.3 m over the
recorded length.
A roughly hewn relief of a human figure has been
preserved on the front section of a rocky ridge. A re-

lief depicting a human face was discovered as early as
2005. Given the style and workmanship, this second
relief can also be dated back to the first half of the
13th century. Based on current findings, it is so far the
only, and therefore the oldest, anthropomorphic depictions known to originate from medieval mining in
Europe. Archaeological potential is massive.

Fig. 14 For the first time ever, it is now possible to reconstruct the
underground operation of medieval mines on the basis of the
mine workings. © Landesamt für Archäologie Sachsen

Fig. 15 Relief of a human figure at the Dippoldiswalde Medieval
Silver Mines © Landesamt für Archäologie Sachsen
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4-DE Freiberg Mining Landscape
Summary
Located in the central part of the Saxon Ore Mountains, this large linear cluster of landscapes is
centred on the Freiberg mining town (4.4-DE), oriented north and south and linked by surface and

underground water management features, including mine adits systems. It stretches from the lower
northern boundary of the mountain range to the
Czech border in the upper southern part of the Ore
Mountains. Several river valleys intersect the region, in particular the Mulde River that was used

Fig. 16 Ore lodes and historic important mines (italics = preserved and part of the nominated property) of the central Freiberg mining
area (Wagenbreth): (1) Churprinz Friedrich August, (2) St. Anna samt Altväter, (3) Beihilfe, (4) Lorenz Gegentrum, (5) Oberes Neues Geschrei, (6) Ludwig Schacht, (7) Reiche Zeche, (8) Alte Elisabeth, (9) Abraham Schacht, (10) Rote Grube, (11) Thurmhof, (12) Daniel,
(13) Junge Hohe Birke, (14) Beschert Glück, (15) Mordgrube, (16) Vergnügte Anweisung, (17) Matthias, (18) Sonnenwirbel, (19) Neuglück,
(20) Reicher Bergsegen, (21) Himmelsfürst
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ti-layered silver mining landscape that covers
the complete system of silver mining operations
from the 12th to the 20th centuries. It is outstanding testimony to the influence mining predominantly of silver had on the transformation of
the landscape. Only mines in the Freiberg Mining Landscape remained predominantly silver
mines until the early 20th century due to the
scale (laterally and in depth) of silver-bearing
ore deposits.
The high silver production of the Freiberg region in the late 15th and the first half of the 16th
century gave the main impulses for technological innovation and scientific achievement, the
establishment of an educational system, and a
state-controlled mining system which set standards in Europe and abroad, or influenced these
standards.
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as a natural water corridor for mining activities.
Due to the favourable morphology of the region,
the Mulde and Striegis river valleys were preferably
used as starting points for the installation of adits
(lowest discharge points). Located at or near the
Mulde River, several mining districts developed between the 12th and the 17th centuries to the north
of Freiberg as well as to the south. Located in the
Northern mining district are the Gersdorf mining
landscape (4.1-DE) as well as the ore canal, related
mines and smeltery (4.2-DE). The mine Himmelfahrt Fundgrube (4.3-DE) is located in the Freiberg
central mining district. To the south, the Zug mining landscape (4.5-DE) and the Brand-Erbisdorf
mining landscape (4.6-DE) are located in the Freiberg southern mining district.
The Freiberg mining landscape is remarkably
authentic and comprises an impressive mul-

The principal contributions of the component part to the potential Outstanding Universal Value are embodied in:
• the remarkable evidence of technological innovations, diverse surface and underground mining and
smelting technologies related to the silver mining process from the 12th to the 20th centuries;
• the founding of a new type of town – the ‘mining town’ to exclusively provide the miners with all necessary infrastructure and all inhabitants with special privileges.
• the development of the state-controlled mining system emanated from Freiberg as the administrative
centre of mining in the Saxon Ore Mountains from the 16th to the 19th centuries that set standards respectively, and influenced these standards in Europe and later on at a global level.
• the development of a worldwide leading educational system to meet the demand for trained and educated mining experts, and the pioneering literature and scientific achievements closely associated to
the Freiberg Mining Landscape;
• numerous interconnected aboveground and underground mining remains and technological ensembles including an exceptional collection of original fixed mining machines from the early 19th to the
late 20th century;
• the earliest and one of the biggest and most important large-scale water management systems in Europe documenting the development of mining water management from the mid-16th century to the
present day;
• the abandoned settlements as well as the Freiberg mining town testifying to the start of the urbanisation process and the establishment of a new type of town that was exclusively adapted to the requirements of the mining industry;
• the ensemble of educational buildings documenting the world-wide impact of this educational and
scientific centre of mining, metallurgy and geo-sciences.
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Description of the Freiberg
northern mining district
Gersdorf mining landscape (4.1-DE)
Gersdorf mining landscape is located 19 km NNW
of the Freiberg mining town and contains the Segen
Gottes Erbstolln mine (silver mine, 12th century to
1885) with its integrated network of underground
and surface elements. The property is typical for
the Freiberg Mining Landscape and extends from a
high plateau (administration and mining area) via a
ridge of small hills to a steep descent of the northern
flanks of the heavily wooded Gersdorf Hill (mining
area) to the floodplain and the Freiberger Mulde
river (processing and transport area). The river, in
its easterly meandering course in a rural setting between Rosswein and Nossen, and the southern half
of its floodplain where adit drainage, water management (including stone weir) and silver washing
sites are located, is also included.
It is part of the component part of the Freiberg
Mining Landscape (4-DE), to which it is connected

underground by a water supply system and connected on surface by the Freiberger Mulde River to
the Freiberg central mining district.
The property is remarkably authentic and comprises an impressive silver mining landscape that
contains the complete area of centuries of operations. In general, it has not suffered from modern
intrusions, and remains unthreatened. Originally
the mine belonged to the nearby Cistercian Monastery at Altzella, its name deriving from Heinrich
von Gersdorf who, in 1547, was the first chief official of the Saxon Mining Office. In the 17th century
the mine was the largest and most important silver
mine of the district, employing 400 persons. The
archaeological remains and underground structures bear outstanding testimony to the successive
development of mining technology and the influence of the prevailing mining law from the 12th to
the 19th century.
High functional integrity is demonstrated in two
principal and outstanding late 18th and early 19th
century technological ensembles for pumping/de-

Fig. 17 Mines and water management system (italics = preserved and part of the nominated property) of the Gersdorf mining landscape
(Wagenbreth): (1) Alte Hoffnung Gottes mine, (2) Gesegnete Bergmanns Hoffnung, (3) – (9) adit and trench system, (10) Segen Gottes
Erbstolln mine, see detailed plan: (11) Alter Kunst- und Treibeschacht (shaft), (12) Miners pub, (13) Klengelschacht (shaft), (14) Neuer Kunstund Treibeschacht (shaft), (15) Danielschacht (shaft), (16) Josephschacht (shaft), (17) Wolfgangschacht (shaft), (18) air shaft,
(19) Maschinenschacht (shaft), (20) lower ditch, (21) upper ditch, (22) portal of the Adam adit, (23) former flat rod routes, (24) ore washers,
(25) smeltery (only foundation walls)
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• Water-column pumping system serving Joseph
Schacht (shaft, 1833 and 1863), including underground in situ water-column engines (hydraulic water pressure engines) in a fine masonry engine and balance chamber adjoining
the shaft, surface shaft-head buildings and the
water supply leat.
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watering (waterwheels and flat-rods, superceded
by more efficient water-column engines):
• Two parallel, flat-rod inclined pumping and
hoisting systems that served Wolfgang and Joseph Schacht (shafts, built 1791/1810 and in
use to 1863), including their water supply ditch,
wheel pits, inclined course of flatrods with two
parallel masonry tunnels and twin arch entries
into Joseph Shaft.

Fig. 18 Sketch of the 19th century functional system of the structures of the Segen Gottes Erbstolln mine (italics = preserved and part
of the nominated property) in the Gersdorf mining landscape (Wagenbreth): (9) Marbacher trench, (11) Alter Kunst- und Treibeschacht
(shaft), (12) Miners pub, (13) Klengelschacht (shaft), (14) Neuer Kunst- und Treibeschacht (shaft), (15) Danielschacht (shaft), (16) Josephschacht (shaft), (17) Wolfgangschacht (shaft), (18) air shaft, (19) Maschinenschacht (shaft), (20) lower ditch, (21) upper ditch, (22) portal of
the Adam adit, (23) former flat rod routes with preserved flat rod tunnels, (24) ore washers, (25) smeltery (only foundation walls)

Fig. 19
Airborne laser scan of the Gersdorf mining
landscape showing shaft collapses and
waste heap courses extend along all ore
veins © Staatsbetrieb Geobasisinformation und Vermessung Sachsen 2017.
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Principal elements

Fig. 20
Ore canal above
the Freiberger
Mulde river, used
to transport ore
from Adam Stolln
portal via barge to
the washing works

Adam Stolln, adit (4.1.1-DE)
Integral to the water power ensembles is the underground adit system (built since 1680) used for the water exhaust from the water-column engines, and their
mine drainage from lower workings (now flooded),
together with the earlier discharge route from pumps
in Jospeh Shaft that were operated by the eastern
flat-rod system. In addition to the main adit level, with
air shafts arched over in drystone masonry, there are
drives on the lode that show good mineral vein exposures in small stoped areas. Access to around 15 km
of workings is facilitated by a reconstructed false floor
of traditional timber crossbars that use original rock
‘hitches’ to support a manway of longitudinal timber
planks extended laterally to create a false floor above
an unobstructed waterway that discharged into the
adit ditch/canal, contained within the property, to the
washing works and finally into the Freiberger Mulde
River. Other modern safety and conservation works
include brick arches, reproducing the original design
and materials used in the 19th century and preserved
elsewhere in the mine
Fig. 21 Portal (‘mundloch’, left) of Adam Stolln (adit, with arch
keystone bearing “Adam Stolln 1811”) that has been conserved
together with its underground workings that have been opened to
visitors by an experienced team of volunteers (non-profit organization Segen Gottes Erbstolln) that has been acitive in monument
protection since 1980. This gives access to Joseph and its remarkable in situ water-column engines

Fig. 22 Joseph Schacht and one of two in situ water-column
engines. Such engines, (the first reliable engine was constructed
at the Oberharz, Germany, in 1748, and by the 1760s they were
in Freiberg mines), were installed underground on adits so that
water could be brought down a shaft to create water pressure
on the engine piston. These engines, rare in their survival, often
generated more power than steam engines of a comparable size

Fig. 23 Drawing of the water-column engine in the Joseph
Schacht (shaft) at Gersdorf (Mining Archiv Freiberg)
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Joseph Schacht, shaft, underground and surface (4.1.2-DE)
In Joseph Schacht, at the level of the Adam Stolln
(adit), two cast-iron water-column engines (built
1833/1863), represent a remarkable survival of
pumping equipment that is relatively complete and
in its original location. These are set in an architecturally fine, and visually impressive, masonry engine
chamber and balance chamber. Such technology
enabled the mine to achieve its highest yield (1.8
tonnes) of silver in 1851. Joseph Schacht is capped
at surface but many interesting structures remain
well-preserved, including the exposed shaft masonry, remains of the sorting place, and the ore pass.

Chapter 2
Fig. 24 (top) Joseph Schacht, showing the entry of the flat-rod
system into the shaft. (bottom) Joseph Schacht, located in the
shaft mound above two parallel shaft entry arches for the flat-rod
drainage pumping system of 1810. Water was used to fight water

Flat-rod course, and leats (4.1.3-DE)
The inclined courses of two lines of reciprocating
flat-rods (built 1791 and 1810) are approximately
250 m and 335 m long, the latter passes through
a tunnel. The rods were powered by waterwheels
just above the Freiberger Mulde River and operated pumps in the shafts which discharged mine
water to adit level.
There are two well-preserved stone masonrylined leats that brought water to Joseph (Higher
Leat, built 1844) and Wolfgang (Lower Leat) shafts.
The water reservoir of the Untere Krebsteich (built
1743) also survives.
The primary mining landscape also contains
numerous heaps of waste rock from shaft sinking, development and low-grade ore (small heaps
from medieval and 16th/17th century smaller shafts,
larger heaps from 18th/19th century larger shafts)
interspersed among shaft depressions. Most of
the waste heaps and shaft depressions (some 200
in total) follow the strike of the ore veins and date
back to the Middle Ages. Medieval mining concessions are packed closely next to one another. Shaft
depressions and waste heap courses extend along
all ore veins that outcrop at surface, often merging
seamlessly into one another. They sometimes also
run parallel to one another at a distance of a few
metres. The extant mine-road once led to the mine
administration buildings and to a settlement of
around 1,000 people.

Fig. 25 Joseph Schacht. Unusal oval shaped, masonry lined,
underground ore pass that connected the dressing floor of Joseph
Schacht with the Adam Stolln, and from there via the canal/adit
ditch to the washing works beside the Freiberger Mulde River

Fig. 26 ‘Higher Leat’ (1844) that supplied Joseph Shaft water pressure engines with the
volume and head of water required to power two water-column pumping engines underground at a depth of 65 m in the shaft
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Fig. 27 Course of flat-rods, with masonry tunnels (1810), approximately 250 m and 335 m long
Fig. 28 Former
half-timbered hoisting house (1756)
redesigned as the
mine’s Huthaus
(administration and
assembly building)
when the horse
gin at Alte Kunstschacht (shaft) was
dismantled

Fig. 29 Map of the underground structures of the Segen Gottes Erbstolln (mine) from 1783
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Segen Gottes Erbstolln (mine),
surface buildings (4.1.4-DE)
This important complex of mine buildings is located at the top of the hill and is centred around
the administration building (Huthaus), a twostorey half-timbered building that was originally
a hoisting house for a horse-gin, and a courtyard. Adjoining is the mine forge (now a dwelling), a two-storey building with rubble-stone
ground floor and half-timbered first floor that
dates from the 18th century.
Ore canal, related mines and smeltery (4.2-DE)
Located in the Northern Freiberg mining district, the ore canal and the most important related mines Churprinz August Friedrich Erbstolln
and Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln, and the
Halsbrücke smelting place are lined from south
to north between the former mining settlements
of Halsbrücke and Kleinvoigtsberg along the
Mulde River. The section of the ore canal of the
Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln mine runs
along the right bank of the Freiberger Mulde River, south-west of the tub boat lift. The Halsbrücke
smeltery is located at Halsbrücke in the Freiberger Mulde valley, not far from the mining sites on
the Halsbrücker Spat. It is part of the component
part of the Freiberg Mining Landscape, to which it
is connected by on the surface by the Mulde river
to the Freiberg central mining district and the
Gersdorf mining landscape in the north.
The ore canal with related mines encompasses
the complete process of extraction, ore transportation and processing of silver ore from the 18th to
the 20th century in the Freiberg northern mining
district. Partly built over today, both mines were
originally connected to the ore canal which was
been used to transport the ore to the Halsbrücke
smeltery.

Three particular elements illustrate new transport
technology and aspects of state-funded mining sites
in the Ore Mountains:
• ore canal, new transportation techniques invented here in the 18th century;
• Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln mine, a archetype for a state-owned mine;
• Halsbrücke smeltery, associated with pioneering smelting technologies.

Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln mine (4.2.1-DE)
The preserved complex of Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln mine gained importance from the
18th century onwards. With a crew which sometimes exceeded 600, the mine was the Großschirma/Rothenfurth region’s most important employer in the 18th century. The mine was directly
managed and closely monitored by the Freiberg
mining officials. The technology used here was
always state-of-the-art, meaning that it soon became a prototype for a state-owned mine, and also
an important training mine for the Freiberg mining
academy in the 18th and 19th centuries.
The vast quantities of water from the mine were
drained using nothing but waterwheels until the
second half of the 19th century. From 1852, this
process was enhanced by a high-power Schwamkrug turbine, and from 1883 by a steam hoisting
machine. The water was drained via various adits.
The mine had several pump shafts with mine water pumping systems (Kunstgezeuge). These com-
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Fig. 30 Historical map of the Churprinzer ore canal

plexes included the Wächter (guard house), with
bell towers and their pump bells (Kunstglöckchen),
which were connected to the underground pumping wheels (Kunsträder) via a rod system.

Fig. 31 Functional diagram of the Churprinz Friedrich August Erbstolln mine (Wagenbreth), preserved above and underground structures of the nominated property:
(1) Rösche (water supply adit from the Zechenteich pond), (2) Schreiber shaft, (6) Oberer Wächter (guard house), (9) Unterer Wächter (guard house), (3, 5, 8,) wheel
chambers, (4, 7, 16) water supply and drainage adits, (10) Constantin shaft, (11) Administration building, (12) Mine forge, (13) Clerk building, (14) Ore canal of the mine
as connection to the Churprinzer ore canal, (15) Adit portal, (18) Charpenter’s workshop, (19) Stocks, (20) Powder house, (21) Drainage adit to the Christbescherunger ore
canal, (22) Christbescherunger ore canal
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Also preserved are the impressive administration and assembly (Huthaus) building from 1710
with its later minor alterations (1747/1820), the

mine forge building, the carpenter’s workshop, the
powder house and several other buildings dating
back to the 18th century.

Fig. 32
Unterer Wächter
(guard house):
The Wächter were
used to monitor the
operations of the
Kunstgezeugen.
The preserved
Unterer Wächter
(guard house)
was built in 1825.
A small iron water
wheel still remains
underground in the
wheel house

Fig. 35 Functional
diagram of the Untere
Wächter (Wagenbreth)

Fig. 33
Administration and
assembly building
(Huthaus) (1710)

Fig. 36 Mine forge (18th century)

Fig. 34
Clerk building
(18th century)

Fig. 37 Carpenter’s workshop (18th century)

Fig. 38 Powder house (18th century)
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1790/92 (Christbescherunger canal). The canal was fitted with two ore-boat lifts, which
are probably among the oldest boat lifts in the
world. Ore ceased to be transported by barge in
1868, when the canal water started being used
to supply a turbine mine water pumping system
(Kunstgezeug) during construction of the Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery) at Lichtloch VII (air shaft).

Fig. 39 Remains of the boat lift of the Ore Canal at the Hammerbrücke (bridge) near Halsbrücke (1788/1789)

Fig. 40 Historical map of the Christbescherunger ore canal
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Ore canal (4.2.2-DE)
Stilted up today, the course of the ore canal
remained visible in the landscape. The canal
is connected to the Mulde River that is running
parallel by the remains of the boat lifts.
The entire canal system exceeded 11 km. To
improve the transport of ore from the mines to
the smeltery, a shipping canal was constructed
in 1788/89 (Churprinzer canal) and enlarged in

Fig. 41 Functional diagram of the boat lift at the Churprinzer ore canal (Wagenbreth): (a) Original situation, (b) Present situation, (c) Functional principle
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Fig. 42 Ore Canal near Großschirma

Fig. 43 Remains of the boat lift of the Ore Canal near Großvoigtsberg, erected in
1791/92. It was from here that the ore barges were to be towed to the Halsbrücke
smeltery.

Fig. 44 Lock of the Ore Canal at the Altväterbrücke (bridge) near Halsbrücke (1823)

Fig. 45 Remains of the Altväterbrücke (bridge), built between 1680 and 1715, near Halsbrücke and Rothenfurth
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Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln mine (4.2.3-DE)
Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln mine was one of
the most important, and since 1741/42 always
privately owned, mines in the district. In the second half of the 18th century the Einigkeiter Kunstund Treibeschacht (pump and hoisting shaft)
became the main shaft of the mine. Reaching
a depth of 531 m, this shaft was for a long time
the deepest in the Freiberg mining area, and is
distinguished today by its large, tall waste heap.
After the late 19th century it continued to operate as the Freiberg area’s only mine until it was
finally shut down in 1939.
Several buildings of the mine are preserved
and the heaps document the locations of
shafts. While the shaft’s mine water pumping
system (Kunstgezeuge) was initially operated
using a field rod engine spanning the distance
to the Mulde River, two pumping wheels (Kunsträder) were later built in the shaft to help with
water drainage. The preserved hoisting house,
the oldest water-driven gin hoisting house in
the Freiberg mining area, is part of this conveying installation. The shaft’s surface buildings
have also been largely preserved in their original condition. They document the water-driven
gin’s original use, as well as the switch to the
steam gin (1878). Preserved are also the administration and assembly building, the mine forge
and the powder house of the mine that dates to
the 18th century.

Fig. 48 Functional diagram of the Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln mine at Kleinvogtsberg
(Wagenbreth) around 1785 and 1880/1960. Preserved above ground structures of the nominated property: (1) Administration building, (2) Mine forge, (3) Powder house, (4) Heap of the
Caspar shaft, (5) Water ditch, (6) Portal of the water supply adit, (10) Einigkeit shaft
Fig. 49
Miners’ house,
Kleinvoigtsberg

Fig. 50
Huthaus, Kleinvoigtsberg

Fig. 46 Man-made ditch of the Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln Mine
near Kleinvoigtsberg

Fig. 47 Huthaus of the Alte Hoffnung Gottes Erbstolln Mine, Kleinvoigtsberg

Fig. 51 Surface buildings of the Einigkeiter shaft with the chimney, Kleinvoigtsberg
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Halsbrücke smeltery (4.2.4-DE)
Taken over by the sovereign prince in the early
17th century, the Halsbrücke smeltery was, along
with the Muldenhütten smeltery one of the three
principal metallurgical sites located in the Freiberg
mining area. The Halsbrücke smeltery gradually
became one of the most important smelting locations in the Ore Mountains and is associated with
pioneering innovations. The cold amalgamation
of silver with the aid of mercury (1791-1794) was
performed here for the first time on the industrial
scale. One of the first gas works on the European
continent was installed here in 1816, allowing Professor Wilhelm August Lampadius (1772-1842) to
illuminate the plant. Furthermore, a specific – yet
unusual - feature of the smelting place was a spa
which used hot slag, and was known as a ‘slag
bath’. This made for good health spa businesses,
setting an example for many other European slag
baths. In the 19th century the construction of new
metallurgical plants and processing facilities expanded the complex considerably. The plant’s
connection to the railway network in 1890 was of
major importance. The processing of local ores
was ultimately replaced by the processing of foreign-based materials, ensuring metallurgical operations could continue even after mining ceased.
Smelting continues at various, independent plants
in Halsbrücke.
Included in the property are the slag bath, a twostorey rubble-stone structure with half-hipped
roof (the capstone above the front door bears the
year 1804 and the monogram of its builder, Johann Ernst Spiess); and, opposite the Halsbrücke
smeltery, to the east, the remains of the fire station
aqueduct (built 1796) of the former silver-amalgamation plant, together with four smeltery workFig. 52
Workers’ house 3
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ers’ houses designed as two-storey half-timbered
structures. In the buffer zone, the remains of the
silver-amalgamation plant and the still working
production sites are encompassed.

Fig. 53 Slag bath at the Halsbrücke smeltery

Fig. 54 Workers’ house 1

Fig. 55 Workers’ house 2

Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine (4.3-DE)
The Himmelfahrt Fundgrube (mine) became the
largest ore mine in the Freiberg area, and was the
most productive mine in the history of the Ore
Mountains. It was, indeed, one of Germany’s major
non-ferrous metal mines of the 18th century onwards. The Himmelfahrt Fundgrube stretches from
south of Halsbrücke to the south of Freiberg and
from the Mulde river in the east to the Freiberg mining town in the west. The area was early characterised by industrial areas and the urban structures of
Freiberg. Additionally, agricultural landscapes are
located in juxtaposition with the main ore lodes of
the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube (mine). The selected
mines are spread over the area and functionally
combined by the historic underground installations. The landscape is characterized by pit installations, heaps and the descent of the terrain down
to the Mulde River where the portals of the oldest
drainage adits of the Freiberg mines are located.
Various water-adits were constructed from the Mulde valley to drain the mines, some being crucial for
the mines over the centuries, and still functioning
today. A large number of parallel silver lodes were
mined here up to the 20th century, mainly striking
from northeast to southwest but also crossing from
northwest to southeast.
Hundreds of small mines were established during
the late Middle Ages and the Early Modern Times.
Even today the heap rows of the former shafts characterise this mining landscape, evidence of the way
in which countless small mines from the Middle
Ages and Early Modern Era developed in the 19th
century into one of the largest and most modern
combined mines in the world. By the middle of the
19th century this covered an area of 5 km x 6 km, now
known as the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube (mine). The
remarkable development started in the area around
the Abraham shaft; an original small mining claim
that expanded to a significant size from the second third of the 19th century, eventually sprawling
as far as Halsbrücke in the north, Muldenhütten in
the east, and the Zug mining district in the south.
More than 300 predecessor mines can be traced
for this area, from the 16th century onwards mostly
small, independent mines. It was not until the 19th
century that numerous powerful, modern shaft and
processing systems were introduced as part of modernisation and centralisation. Between 1840 and
1896, silver output totalled 448 tonnes, and made
the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube (mine) one of the largest silver mines in Europe with, temporarily, more
than 2,400 miners.
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Description of the Freiberg central
mining district

Fig. 56 Airborne laser scan of the Reiche Zeche (reserach and teaching mine) (down left) and
the heap rows of the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine between the heap of the Reiche Zeche shaft
and the Mulde River © Staatsbetrieb Geobasisinformation und Vermessung Sachsen 2017

Fig. 57 Mine field of the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine around 1860 (Wagenbreth)

Together with the adjacent mining town of
Freiberg and the associated Muldenhütten smeltery the landscape bears remarkable evidence for
the social, administrative, educational, technological and scientific developments of mining in
the Ore Mountains from the 12th to the 20th century.
Of special importance to mining technology is
the tangible evidence, and intangible value, of the
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educational system of the Freiberg Mining Academy (1765/66), its related teaching and research
mines, its associated scientific work, as well as the
Freiberg miners’ school (1777).
The landscape documents with its underground
and aboveground structures all stages of the silver
mining, processing and smelting in the Ore Mountains from the 12th to the 20th century. High integrity
and authenticity is demonstrated by:

• the most important and well-preserved mines
of the Reiche Zeche (mine), the Alte Elisabeth
Schacht (mine) and the Abraham Schacht (mine)
from the 19th and 20th century including valuable
machinery from the first half of the 19th century.
• a rare sample of underground structures from the
14th to the 20th century;
• the pattern of the landscape structured by the
mines, the underground workings, and the landscape features.

Principal elements

this development was accelerated and led to the
establishment of further research institutions
at the Reiche Zeche which is today not only a
modern research and teaching facility but also
a living and developing campus of the TU Bergakademie Freiberg.
The preserved and heritage protected above
ground structures compromise the large waste
rock heap, the engine house with its smoke
stack (1898), the shaft house with its headframe
(1953), the shaft protection building (Kaue)
(1960s) and the foreman’s house (1900) as well
as the remains of the ore filling station (1898).
The underground structures compromise a
large hoisting wheel chamber (1846/47), the relicts of a water column engine (1882) and parts
of the extensive galleries and mine workings
of the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube (mine) from the
14th to the 20th century (including the Alte Tiefe
Fürstenstolln adit from the late 14th century and
the Rothschönberg Stolln adit from the late
19th century). While the underground structures

Fig. 58
Historic illustration
of the Himmelfahrt
Fundgrube mine
(around 1870) with
the Thurmhof
Schacht (shaft) in
the foreground
and the Abraham
Schacht (shaft)
(middle), the
Alte Elisabeth
Fundgrube (mine)
(left) and the David
shaft (right) in the
background.

Reiche Zeche, research and teaching mine (4.3.1-DE)
As early as 1384 the two shafts Vordere Reiche
Zeche (front mine) and Hintere Reiche Zeche
(rear mine) are mentioned in documents, both
counted amongst the oldest of the Freiberg
mines which were drained by the at that time
built Alter Tiefer Fürstenstolln (adit). The shaft
of the new Reiche Zeche (mine) was sunk in the
19th century as a vertical shaft and became between 1937 and 1969 one of the main hauling
shafts of the large compound mine Himmelfahrt
Fundgrube. Between 1919 and 1936, after the
first closing down of the Freiberg silver mines
(until 1913), and again after the second closing
of 1969 from 1981 onwards the shaft and mine
was reused as a teaching and research facility for the Freiberg Mining Academy. Since the
German reunification and the renaming of the
Academy into a university of technology in 1992
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Fig. 59 Diagram of the above and underground structures of the central part of the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine (Reiche Zeche shaft and Alte Elisabeth shaft) today
used as research and teaching mine of the TU Bergakademie Freiberg. Parts of the nominated property; above ground structures: (1) Heap of the old Reiche Zeche
shaft, (2) Heap and buildings of the Reiche Zeche shaft, (5) Heap of the old Elisabeth shaft, (6) Heap and buildings of the Alte Elisabeth shaft; underground structures: (7)
Water wheel chamber of the Reiche Zeche, (7) Water wheel chamber of the Alte Elisabeth, (a) Underhand stopings, (b) Overhand stopings, adits: Alter Fürstenstolln, Tiefer
Fürstenstolln

document silver mining in all periods from the
Middle Ages to the Modern Times the historic
aboveground structures document the mining
periods from the late-19th to the mid 20th century.
The reuse of the Reiche Zeche mine as a teaching and research mine of the TU Bergaka-demie

Freiberg is testimony to the importance of both
the site and the Academy for the development
of science, technology and education in Saxony,
Germany, Europe and worldwide. The historic
parts of the mine are accessible as a visitors’
mine.

Fig. 60 Cross-section of the water supply and drainage system of the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mine with the river valleys (Münzbach, Freiberger Mulde, Triebisch, Elbe)
and main adits
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In 1936 a separate building was erected to house
the Schwarzenberggebläse (blowing engine) from
1831. Originally built for the Antonshütte (smelting
works) in the western part of the Ore Mountains this
cast iron blowing engine is a masterpiece of mechanical engineering built in gothic style. It marks
the changeover from pre-industrial charcoalbased smelting to industrial coke-based smelting
in the smelting works of the Saxon Ore Mountains.
After the closing of the Antonshütte in 1860 it was
moved in 1862 to the Halsbrücke smeltery, where
it operated until 1925, and in 1936 it was moved to
the Alte Elisabeth as one of Germany’s earliest protected technical monument. The heritage-listed
underground workings of the Alte Elisabeth, with
its important water wheel chamber, are connected
to the headings at other shaft complexes (e.g. Reiche Zeche mine) at various levels.
Just six years after mining ceased in 1913, the
Alte Elisabeth shaft complex, including selected
underground areas, was taken over by the Freiberg
Mining Academy for teaching purposes. The Reiche
Zeche shaft, which had also lain vacant since the
mine’s closure in 1969, was similarly taken over
by the Freiberg Mining Academy in 1981. Through
the two shafts, which have now been combined to
form a teaching and research mine, the claim has
been cleared up at the base of the Tiefer Fürstenstolln (adit), and on the 1st and part of the intermediate level between the 1st and 2nd level.
Fig. 61
Functional diagram
and historic development of the Alte
Elisabeth shaft
(Wagenbreth):
(1) Shaft building,
(2) Sorting house and
praying room,
(3) Air blower house,
(4) Mine forge,
(5) Heap of the old
Elisabeth shaft,
(6) Heap of the Butter
shaft with reconstructed winding hut;
historic development:
Horse gin (1808/111843), Steam engine
(1848), Sorting house
with praying room
(1854/56), New sorting house (1864, only
foundation walls with
ore passes preserved)

Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube mine (4.3.2-DE)
The Alte Elisabeth mine’s surface buildings are
located on a large waste heap mesa (tiered since
the early 16th century) overlooking Freiberg town
and situated 200 m south of the old Alte Elisabeth
shaft. The new Alte Elisabeth shaft, originally an independent shaft sunk in 1808, was taken over by
the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube (mine) in the second
third of the 19th century, and subsequently operated as a Lichtloch (air shaft) for the construction
of the Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery),
and later as a ventilation shaft. In 1848, the shaft
was given a steam gin system, which has been preserved along with most of the equipment, including the historic steam engine, the landing in the
shaft building and the prayer room set up in 1856.
The building complex covers the hoisting house,
machine house and power house, the chimney
with smoke flue, the sorting house added to the
hoisting house, which was later used as a prayer
room, and the mining forge building. Its interior
fittings, which include a forge, bellows and tools,
originally come from the mine forge at the IV. Lichtloch (shaft) of the Rothschönberger Stolln
(drainage gallery), and were installed in the 1980s.
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Fig. 62 Historic view of the Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube mine

Fig. 63 Heap with ore passes of the Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube mine

Fig. 66 Mine forge of the Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube mine

Fig. 65 Steam engine of the Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube mine

Fig. 67 Underground mine workings at the Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube
mine (1907)

Abraham Schacht, shaft (4.3.3-DE)
Abraham Schacht was the original main shaft of
the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube (mine) in the 19th
century. Significant ore discoveries in 1828 led
to substantial developments, including extensive
upgrading of the shaft. By the mid-19th century, all
main mining buildings at the Abraham shaft had
been modernised, and new buildings erected.

The buildings already existing at the Abraham shaft, such as the crew house, the old
Huthaus administration and assembly building (Huthaus), or the water-driven gin hoisting
house, either continued to be used, or were replaced with new buildings. The latter included
the mine forge (1834), jig washing station (1834),
the hoisting house with waste heap bridge lead-
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Fig. 64 Surface buildings of the Alte Elisabeth Fundgrube mine

Fig. 68
Functional diagram
of the Abraham shaft
(Wagenbreth)
(1) shaft building,
(2) ore transportation
bridge,
(3) sorting house,
(4) ore filling station,
(5) ore railway tunnel,
(6) mine forge,
(7) miners quarter,
(8) old administration
building,
(9) ore washer,
(10) new administration building,
(H) waste rock heap,
(S) shaft,
(R1) pumping wheel,
(R2) hauling wheel
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ing to the sorting house (1839), the sorting house
(1842), the new administration and assembly
building (1843), a new administration building
(1846), and a horse-drawn ore railway, for which
a tunnel was built. When, in 1886, the now expansive Himmelfahrt Fundgrube was taken over
by the Saxon state, the shaft again underwent a
large-scale renovation, which included converting hoisting from water power to steam power.
The shaft complex was once again used during
the last mining period from the 1930s to 1968,
this time as an extraction and ventilation shaft.
After 1969 the steam hoisting engine and the
steel headframe were removed and the hoisting
house restored into its original structure of the
19th century.
The preserved structures of the shaft are
documenting the complete ensemble of a silver
mine of the time around the middle of the 19th
century.
Fig. 69
Heap with wall,
ore pass openings
railway-tunnel
of the Abraham
Schacht (shaft)

Fig. 70
Hoisting house
of the Abraham
Schacht (shaft)

Fig. 71 Mine forge of the Abraham Schacht (shaft)

Fig. 72 Scheidebank (sorting house) of the Abraham Schacht (shaft)

Fig. 73 Mannschaftshaus (crew housing) of the Abraham Schacht (shaft)

Fig. 74 Carpenter’s house of the Abraham Schacht (shaft)

Fig. 75 Administration building of the Abraham Schacht (shaft)
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Hauptstollngang Stehender, lode (4.3.4-DE)
The main ore lode, the Hauptstollngang Stehender, 15 km long and up to 10 m wide, stretches
from the Mulde River northeast of Freiberg,
passing under the city, to the mining areas south
of Freiberg. It connects the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube in the northeast with the historic centre
of Freiberg and the Zug mining landscape in the
southern mining district. The region’s first silver
ore was assumed to have been found here in
1168 at a place where the ore lode came to the
surface in the village of Christiansdorf. The first
substantial mine drainage infrastructure in the
silver mining landscapes of the Ore Mountains
was the medieval adit Alter Tiefer Fürstenstolln
completed in 1348 in the Freiberg Mining Landscape. The mouth of the most important and,
at more than 40 km with its intersections, also
the longest adit in Freiberg (Alter Tiefer Fürstenstolln) was created at the Hauptstollngang Stehender (lode) in the Freiberger Mulde valley
and drained the Freiberg mines into the Roter
Graben (ditch, 4.3.5-DE). Bought out by the Saxon sovereign princes in the late Middle Ages, the
adit thus later bore the name of Fürstenstolln.
The widely ramified, stepped adit ends in the
Brand-Erbisdorf mining landscape in the southern Freiberg mining district.
A considerable number of waste heaps originating in the first mining period have been preserved along the surface ‘line of the lode’. The
lode tract starts on Freiberg’s farmland with the
Erasmus shaft’s heap, which has been divided
up in keeping with the fields. It was here that the
Tiefer Fürstenstolln (adit) once split from the Alter Fürstenstolln (adit) underground. The size
of the heaps (small = medieval, middle = early
modern, large = industrial) from the river up
to hill and through the town of Freiberg documents the change of the mining technologies as
well as the development of mining law from the
12th to the 20th century.
The mouth of the Alter/Tiefer Fürstenstolln
(adit) features masonry tracing back to the 18th
century, part of a dry wing wall with a basket

Fig. 77 Jig washing station of the Abraham Schacht (shaft)
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Fig. 76 Huthaus of the Abraham Schacht (shaft)

Fig. 78 Map of the central Freiberg mining area with the main ore lodes, mines and drainage
adits (all structures in red are part of the nominated property)

Fig. 79 Mouth of the Alter/Tiefer Fürstenstolln (adit) near Tuttendorf
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Fig. 80
Lines of heaps
at the Hauptstollngang
Stehender (lode)
near Tuttendorf
(background:
Reiche Zeche
Schacht ,shaft)

Fig. 81 Section of the Roter Graben, man-made ditch near Tuttendorf

Fig. 82 Mouth of the Verträgliche Gesellschaft Stolln (adit) near Halsbach
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arch perched atop its vertical face with a severely weathered stone bearing the Saxon coat
of arms. Made from sandstone, it is protected by
a protruding gneiss slab. On the left face of the
mouth is a large sandstone plaque marking the
zero point for the Freiberg mining district’s sectional map, which was created between 1850
and 1852, and appended later on.

Roter Graben, man-made ditch (4.3.5-DE)
The Roter Graben, an approximately 7.5 km-long
partly stilted ditch, is one of the best known manmade ditches in the Freiberg mining landscape.
It originally ran from Freiberg to Halsbrücke, and
was later extended as far as the Churprinz August
Friedrich Erbstolln mine in Großschirma. The ditch
was built in 1614/15, and fed by important adits
draining the mines of the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube
(e.g. Alter/Tiefer Fürstenstolln adit). The mouths
of numerous adits are located just by the Roter
Graben, which, in the late 19th century, channelled
water volumes of between 800 and 1,000 L/s,
thereby occasionally exceeding the quantities of
the Freiberger Mulde. It supplied water to the mine
water pumping systems and water-driven gins at
important mines on the Halsbrücker Spat (ore
vein) in the northern Freiberg mining district. Built
around 1840, the ore washer of the Oberes Neues
Geschrei Fundgrube marks the end of the Roter
Graben (ditch), whose water was channelled using the waterwheel in a separate wheelhouse. The
water inlet has been preserved. Connected to the
ditch via a leat is the hoisting house of the Oberes
Neues Geschrei Fundgrube (mine) which was created as a Lichtloch (air shaft) for driving the Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage gallery) between the
Reiche Zeche’s main shaft and the Lichtloch VIII in
Halsbrücke.
Today only channelling water between the
mouth of the Verträgliche Gesellschaft adit and
Halsbrücke, the ditch has various drains and retaining walls, as well as sections of leats around
the Halsbrücke site.

Fig. 83 Mouth of the Thurmhofer Hilfsstolln (adit) near Halsbach
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Fig. 84
Mouth of the
Hauptstollnumbruch (adit) of
the Alter/Tiefer
Fürstenstolln (adit)
near Tuttendorf.
Its comparatively
minor incline compared to the Tiefer
Fürstenstolln (adit)
enabled pump and
reversible wheels
(Kunstrad and Kehrrad) to be installed
in the Rote Grube
(mine)

Thurmhof Schacht, shaft,
underground (4.3.6-DE)
The Thurmhof Schacht (shaft)
was sunk between 1842 and
1857 and reached 1896 a depth
of around 580 metres. Preserved is the wheel chamber
with its still functional water
wheel of the shafts stamp mill
located 3 to 12 metres under
the surface level of the shafts
waste rock heap. With a diameter of 9 metres this wooden
water wheel (built 1845/46) is
a rare example of the water
power machines used in the
Ore Mountains from the 16th to
the late 19th century.
The water for the wheel
was and still is supplied by
the Himmelfahrter Kunstgraben (ditch),connected to the
water supply system of the
Aktive
Revierwasserlaufanstalt Freiberg/RWA (active
mining water management
system, 4.7.2-DE) and drained
by an underground tunnel to
the Abraham Schacht (shaft,
4.3.3-DE) where it was used
to supply the water wheels of
this shaft.

Fig. 85 Functional diagram of the underground waterwheel chamber, and water wheel of the stamp mill at the Thurmhof Schacht, shaft (Wagenbreth)

Fig. 86
Water wheel of
the the stamp mill
at the Thurmhof
Schacht, shaft
(Albrecht)
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Muldenhütten smeltery (4.3.7-DE)
The Muldenhütten smeltery is located west of
Freiberg, at the Mulde River near Hilbersdorf,
within an industrial site with ongoing metallurgical production.
Muldenhütten is regarded as one of the oldest
smelting sites for non-ferrous metallurgy in Germany because its smelteries are proven to date from
the 14th century, a production history spanning
at least 600 years. In the 16th century it was developed into the largest and most significant smelting
works in the Ore Mountains as part of the state’s
orders to concentrate Saxony’s precious-metal
production. Many new metallurgical technologies
were developed or improved at this place of production (e.g. cold silver amalgamation, the Pilz furnace, sulphuric acid contact method).

Historic structures, mostly dating from the 18th
to the 20th century, bear witness to the significant
history and development of smelting processes
during the industrial revolution. The former two
separate smelteries were united in 1825 to one
smeltery. Preserved structures of the Untere
(lower) Muldener Hütte are mostly representing structures from the second half of the 19th
century. They include the shaft furnace building
I with its preserved technical installation of the
first and second half of the 20th century, the slag
yard with granulation basin, the Pattinson plant
and the zinc desilverisation building, the refining
and liquation plant, a retaining wall system and
a water barrel hoist of former blast furnaces, as
well as the Huthaus I (administration building)
from the 18th century.

Fig. 87 Aerial view of the Muldenhütten smeltery (around 1990) with the historic part of the complex at the Mulde River (red rectangle)

Fig. 88 The Pattinson plant and the zinc desilverisation building
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Fig. 89 Building of the refining and liquating plant
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Fig. 90 Shaft furnace building I

Fig. 92 Huthaus I (administration and assembly building)

Fig. 91 Water barrel hoist

Fig. 93 Cylinder bellows (built 1836)
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Fig. 94
Aerial view of the
historic centre of
the Freiberg mining
town

Freiberg mining town (4.4-DE)
Freiberg mining town marks the start of major urban developments associated with the mining industry in the Ore Mountains. The historic town of
Freiberg is today surrounded in a modern urban
area and connected to the related Himmelfahrt
Fundgrube (mine) by underground structures. The
mining landscape stretches from north to south
between Halsbrücke and the south of the town of
Freiberg, from east to west between the Mulde River and the centre of the city of Freiberg. Its founding in 1168 dates directly back to the discovery of
the first silver ore deposits in the farmer’s village
Christiansdorf, which developed within a few decades to the most important and populated town of
Saxony – called Freiberg (free mountain), because
everyone was free to mine the silver ore here.
Due to the early intensive development of mining, Freiberg formed the centre for the sovereign
mining administration authority and, from the 18th
century, the centre for mining education and training. Buildings with diverse administrative functions
were erected, including the town hall, the chief
mining office (Oberbergamt) and the chief smelting office (Oberhüttenamt). The chief mining office
of Saxony (Oberbergamt) is located in Freiberg to
this very day in its historic building. The history of
education, the history of the Mining Academy and
the Freiberg Mining School is illustrated by various
historical buildings such as the canon´s house
and a range of buildings that make up the city
campus of the TU Bergakademie Freiberg today.
The Freiberg mining law of 1307/46 played an important role in the development of the European
mining laws and, for a considerable time, Freiberg
was the minting centre of Saxony.
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Principal elements
Urban Layout
The new town developed since 1168 out of several primarily independent settlements (e.g.
castle area, miner’s village, merchant quarter, farmer’s village) whose positions are still
marked by the churches of the town. Around
1230 the whole settlement was encircled by a
strongly fortified 2.7 km long town wall with
primary 5 tower-gates, 41 wall-towers, 18 barbicans and 10 ponds. Until today around 700 metres and 8 towers of the original town wall survived. Whereas the urban layout of the earlier
founded lower town of Freiberg was determined
by the topography, the upper town, which was
erected in the early 13th century, has a planned
regular layout. Until today this urban layout
with its historic urban road system embosses
the historic town centre. Large parts of the medieval Anzüchte (underground drainage system)
of the town are preserved.

Fig. 95 Town fortification with moat and outer bailey, Freiberg
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Fig. 96 Historic map of the urban layout of Freiberg (1576). The layout of the streets and places is largely preserved until today.

Fig. 97 Donatsturm (tower), Freiberg (built mid-15th centruy)

Sacred and secular buildings
The wealth generated by mining is reflected in
the architectural quality and artistry of many sacred and secular structures. Three of erstwhile
four great medieval and in Renaissance time after the last great town fire of 1484 reconstructed
town churches (St. Marien cathedral, Petri church,
Nicolai church) are testifying the urban cores, the
wealth of the town and with its interior (e.g. miners’ pulpit of St. Marien) their close connection to
mining. Numerous of Freiberg’s buildings have a
direct connection with mining and the trades and
crafts performed in them (e.g. the granary, the mining storehouse, the warehouse). A great many of
restored miners’ and burgher houses continue to
serve as residential, administrative and business
space today and document the remarkable development of the town due to the mining industry
since the Middle Ages; respectively the 15th and 16th
century following the town fire of 1484. The many
decorative elements of the buildings express the
close connection to mining and metallurgy (e.g.
Schönlebe house). Living quarters or houses of
miners from the Renaissance time are preserved in
the Sächsstadt (Saxon quarter) of Freiberg, characterized by the back gardens of the houses which
were used by the miners to grow vegetables and
keep animals such as chickens, pigs and sheep.
The cellar vaults of many houses are dating back
to the 13th/14th century.
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Fig. 98
Mohnhaupt town
house, Freiberg

Fig. 99
Thümerei of the
Domherrenhof
(cathedral canons’
courtyard), Freiberg

Fig. 100 Freiberg Cathedral in the historic centre of Freiberg

Fig. 101 Superintendentur (church superintendent’s office), Freiberg

Fig. 103 Building (Am Dom 3) of the Domherrenhof (cathedral canons’ courtyard),
Freiberg
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Fig. 102 Church St. Nikolai, Freiberg

Fig. 104 Building (Am Dom 4) of the Domherrenhof (cathedral canons’ courtyard),
Freiberg

Fig. 105 Alte Superintendentur (old church
superintendent’s office), Freiberg

Fig. 107
Town house Ratskeller at the upper
market, Freiberg
(former warehouse)
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Fig. 106 Upper market, Freiberg

Fig. 108 Town house Schönlebehaus at the
upper market, Freiberg

Fig. 109 Town house (Obermarkt 5) at the
upper market, Freiberg

Fig. 110 Town house Haußmann-Haus at
the upper market, Freiberg

Fig. 111 Town house (Obermarkt 9) at the
upper market, Freiberg

Fig. 112 Town house Lißkirchner-Haus at
the upper market, Freiberg

Fig. 113 Town house Martinsches-Haus at
the upper market, Freiberg

Fig. 114 Town house (Obermarkt 23) at the upper market, Freiberg

Fig. 115 Granary, Freiberg
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Administrative buildings
Freiberg was and still is the administrative centre
of all mining activities in Saxony. The Saxon Oberbergamt (chief mining office) was established here
in the 16th century, followed by the Saxon Oberhüttenamt (chief smelting office) in the early 17th century. Since 1679 until today the Saxon chief mining
office is located in the same building (Kirchgasse
11, built 1530). Until 1859 the Saxon chief smelting office was located in the neighbouring building (Kirchgasse 13, built around 1530). Between
1859 and 1938 the office was located in a building
(Nonnengasse 22) which afterwards became part
of the town campus complex of the Freiberg Mining Academy. Further important administrative
buildings are the town hall from the 15th century
or the Alnpeck house which served as mint in the
16th century. The Freudenstein castle, which dates
back to the site of the medieval margravial castle,
was built in the second half of the 16th century. The
old castle served as the residence of the margravial
Vogt (reeve) and in the first half of the 16th century
temporary as the residence of the Saxon duke. In
1784 the new castle was converted into a mining magazine and after 1814 into a granary. From
1980 to 1990 the castle was used by the local heritage administration and between 2005 and 2008
renovated and converted into the domicile of the
famous mineral collection ‘Terra mineralia’ and of
the ‘Bergarchiv’ (mining archive) Freiberg.
Fig. 116 Oberbergamt (chief mining office), Freiberg

Fig. 117 Freudenstein Castle, Freiberg
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Fig. 118
Town hall at the
upper market,
Freiberg

Fig. 120
Stellar vault at the
ground-level of the
chief mining office,
Freiberg

Fig. 119 Historic ‘Ratskästchenzimmer‘ (council chest room) in the town hall, Freiberg
Fig. 122
Former chief
smelting office, of
the historic complex
of the TU Bergakademie Freiberg

Fig. 121
Town house ‘Alnpeck‘at the upper
market, Freiberg
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Freiberg Mining Academy and Mining School
The foundation and development of the Freiberg Mining Academy since 1765 as well as of the
Freiberg Miners’ School (1778 to 1924) is closely intermeshed with the progress of mining and miningrelated activities. Numerous domestic and foreign
students educated at the Mining Academy over
the past 250 years were employed worldwide. In
the late 18th and early 19th century mining schools
elsewhere in the world were founded following the
example of the Freiberg Mining Academy. Various
geo-scientific disciplines were established here.
The elements indium and germanium together
with numerous new minerals were discovered at
this institution. Today, as a technical university, it
is still responsible for the education of students
from all over the world as specialists in mining and
other disciplines.
Fig. 123
Head office of the
complex of the TU
Bergakademie
Freiberg

Fig. 125 Building (Prüferstraße 9) of the historic complex of the
TU Bergakademie Freiberg (former building of the Freiberg Mining
School)

Fig. 126 Abraham Gottlob Werner building of the TU Bergakademie
Freiberg (built 1912/16)
Fig. 124
Building (Prüferstraße 1) of the TU
Bergakademie
Freiberg
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Former shafts in the town of Freiberg
A small number of mines were also located within
the territory of the town of Freiberg because the main
ore lode (Hauptstollngang Stehender) and the Tiefe
Fürstenstolln (adit) crossed the southeast part of the
town. Within the historic town centre the presumably
place of the first discovery of silver ore (Berggasse)
and the former site of the Reicher Trost (mine, Helmertplatz) are located. In the direct neighbourhood,
but outside of the town wall, further mines like the
Rote Grube (mine) and the Löfflerschacht (mine) mining on the Hauptstollngang Stehender (lode) or the
Methusalem Fundgrube (mine) mining at the Thurmhof Gang (lode) were located. Former mines are
also documented on the territory of the old part of
the Donatsfriedhof (cemetery) directly in front of the
Donatstor (town wall gate). Most of these mining sites
vanished because of the town development; only the
waste rock heaps of the Rote Grube (mine) and the
Löfflerschacht (mine) outside the historic town centre
are preserved.

Chapter 2

Fig. 127
Aerial view of the
Zug mining landscape with map of
the ore loades

Description of the Freiberg
southern mining district
Zug mining landscape (4.5-DE) and
Brand-Erbisdorf mining landscape (4.6 DE)
Both mining landscapes are connected with each
other and to the central Freiberg mining district by
historic underground structures, and are mostly
surrounded by agricultural areas. Minor areas were
affected by modern development such as industrial areas and settlement structures. The heaps and
heap rows are further marked out by specific vegetation such as birch trees and heavy metal resistant plants. The mining landscapes represent
some of the most important mines with an output of more than 20 % of the Saxon silver production since the 16th century. The largely preserved
structures and waste heaps illustrate a centurieslong influence on the landscape, and evidence of
state-of the art technology from the 16th to the 20th
centuries.
The Zug mining landscape represents the southern part of the Freiberg mining region and is linked
by the Hauptstollngang Stehender (lode) to the
Himmelfahrt Fundgrube Mining Landscape northeast of Freiberg and by the extension of the Rohtschönberger Stolln (adit) to the expansive mining
regions of Brand and Erbisdorf south of Freiberg.
The largely preserved buildings and heaps of the
Zug mining landscape between Freiberg and
Brand-Erbisdorf illustrate the impact that mining
of silver, copper and lead ore exerted on the land-

scape from the 16th century onwards. During the
course of mining history, production centres shifted to various lodes. The distinctive, usually overgrown lines of heaps mark out the course of the ore
lodes under the surface. The main heaps of the ore
lodes of the Alt Rosenkranz Zug (lode), the Daniel
Zug (lode) and the Hohe Birker Zug (lode) date
mostly from the 18th/19th centuries. Other heaps of
minor importance are located in the buffer zone
and remain as setting. Two important mine ensembles (Beschert Glück mine, Drei-Brüder shaft
mine) represent the 19th and 20th century history
of mining in the area. The largely preserved structures and waste heaps illustrate not only a centuries-long influence, but also the subsequent reuse
of mining installations as an underground power
plant to generate electricity for the region’s postmining industries.
In the Brand-Erbisdorf mining landscape, the
mining of silver ore developed contemporaneously (no later than from the 13th century) with mining at Freiberg, in the midst of woodland cleared
by farmers. From the 15th century, it was the most
important mining region of the Freiberg Mining
Landscape. The centuries-old history of mining
and economy is evident from the large number
of monuments preserved both underground and
aboveground. The selected mines and their surface buildings as well as the heap rows of the main
ore lodes and the large water drainage system of
the Thelersberger Stolln (adit) represents the vast
concentration of mines from the 16th century.
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Fig. 128 Airborne laser scan of the Zug mining landscape showing the heap rows of the
former shafts © Staatsbetrieb Geobasisinformation und Vermessung Sachsen 2017

Fig. 129 Map of the heaps of the Zug mining landscape (Wagenbreth):
Small heaps from the 16th to 18th centuries, large heaps from the 18th/19th
centuries, H1-3 former smelting huts

Principal elements
Beschert Glück Fundgrube, mine (4.5.1-DE),
Zug mining landscape
In the 17th century, a prominent installation was erected on a newly discovered Neue Hohe Birke/Beschert
Glück Stehenden (lode). From that time onwards, the
initially insignificant Beschert Glück Fundgrube mine
complex gradually developed into one of the most
prominent mines in the Freiberg region. Depending
on the economic situation and the amount of extracted ore, an extensive range of technical equipment
was installed at the mine. These included a number of
water-powered machines, the underground machine
houses of which have been preserved. With its technical equipment, it was considered an exemplary facility in the Saxon mining industry from the second half
of the 18th century, and was visited by numerous personalities, including Alexander von Humboldt (17691859) and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832).
At the same time, the economic situation permitted
the erection of large-scale surface buildings. Among
those remaining are the administration and assembly building constructed 1815 at the main-shaft and
the neighbouring sorting house constructed above
the Neuer Kunstschacht (shaft). Together with other
smaller structures on the large heap of the Beschert
Glück mine, these two buildings form an impressive
ensemble. Through its underground machine chambers, the Beschert Glück mine illustrates new water
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pumping technologies of the 18th and 19th centuries.
The building complex at the Beschert Glück mine is an
excellent example of the numerous other mines in the
Zug mining landscape.

Fig. 130 Map of the ore lodes and mines in the Brand-Erbisdorf
mining landscape (Wagenbreth): Number 1 to 65 locations of
former administration buildings (Huthäuser) of the mines
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Fig. 131 Heap with wall and ore passes of the Röschenschacht (shaft)
and the Neuer Kunstschacht (shaft)

Fig. 132 Huthaus (administration) above the Röschenschacht (leat
shaft) of the Beschert Glück Fundgrube (mine) in Zug near Freiberg

Fig. 135 Functional diagram, site plan (around 1850) and reginal overview plan of the
Beschert Glück Fundgrube mine (Wagenbreth). Preserved parts of the nominated property:
(17) Administration building (Huthaus), (18) Sorting house, (21, 22) Shed complexes (Wellenschauer), (26) Heap with wall and ore passes of the (3) Röschenschacht (shaft) and Neuer
Kunstschacht (shaft), (27) Boiler house, (28) Engine house

Fig. 133 Scheidebank (sorting house) and shaft building of the Neuer
Kunstschacht (pump shaft) of the Beschert Glück Fundgrube (mine) in
Zug near Freiberg

Fig. 134 Wellenschauer (shed complex) of the Beschert Glück Fundgrube (mine) in Zug near Freiberg

Drei-Brüder-Schacht, mine (4.5.2-DE),
Zug mining landscape
North of the aforementioned site is the heap of the
Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft) created between 1791
and 1818 which, until the middle of the 19th century, was the main shaft of the Segen Gottes Herzog
August mine. The Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft) itself

was used for various scientific experiments, such
as free fall experiments carried out by the Freiberg
physics professor Ferdinand Reich (1799-1882) in
1832 to prove the rotation of the earth. The shaft
was closed in 1898 due to the depletion of ore.
In 1914 the shaft was reused as an underground
power plant to generate electricity. From 1915 to
1969/72 this power plant supplied the neighbouring small towns, and since 1921 Freiberg was also
supplied with its electricity. Built in 1913-1914 at
the level of the Rothschönberger Stolln (drainage
gallery), the underground power plant of the DreiBrüder-Schacht (shaft) is one of the oldest underground power plants in Europe and the first one
which used an underground water storage for the
production of electricity. The preserved underground power station consists of a cavern at a
depth of 272 m containing three Pelton turbines
(1914) and one Francis turbine (1941), and four
generators which were once using the water supply of the 1.5 Mio. m3 underground water storage
of the former mining galleries.
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The above ground structures of the mine consist of the Huthaus (assembly and administration
building), the shaft-building, the machine house
with electric hauling engine and the switch room
building of the power plant with its original interior.
Recently the shaft has been reopened as a service
shaft for the Rothschönberger drainage gallery.

Fig. 136 Functional diagram oft the Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft) underground power plant
Fig. 137
Shaft building of
the Drei-BrüderSchacht (shaft)
near Zug

Fig. 138
Steam-hoisting
machine from the
Reiche Zeche pilot
shaft, Freiberg

Fig. 139
Underground power plant at the DreiBrüder-Schacht
(shaft) near Zug
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Fig. 140 Scheidebank (sorting house) of the Drei-Brüder-Schacht
(shaft) near Zug

Fig. 141 Heap with masonry and ore passes of the Drei-BrüderSchacht (shaft) near Zug

Fig. 142 Underground power plant at the Constantin shaft near Zug

Chapter 2
Fig. 143
Functional diagram of the Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube mine
(Wagenbreth). (1) administration building, (2) storage building and
house of prayer, (3) water pumping house, (4) mine forge, (5) shaft
building with water powered hoisting engine, (6) ore washer,
(7) iron railway for or transport, (8) old administration building

Brand-Erbisdorf mining landscape (4.6-DE)
Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube, mine (4.6.1-DE)
An extensive and significant stock of surface
buildings has been preserved at the Alte Mordgrube (mine) with the Mendenschacht (shaft).
The mine dates from 1516, the preserved surface buildings of the Mendenschacht were built
between 1825 and 1870 when the mine became
one of the most important lead mines in the region. After closure in 1899 the buildings became
part of the Freiberg leather factory Stecher which
converted the former dressing floor of the mine
into a leather production site and the buildings
of the Mendenschacht mostly into residential
buildings. This adaptive reuse preserved the
whole ensemble of the shaft with its house of
prayer, administration building, mine forge, water pumping house, shaft and engine building,
shaft protection building (Kaue) and coal house
(Kohlenhaus). Together with the rearrangement
of the inner courtyard into a park area by the
new owner, the mine documents the layout of
an important 19th century ore mine as well as
the subsequent use following the cessation
of mining at the turn of the 19th/20th centuries.
All buildings of the ensemble have been carefully recently renovated and are still in use for
housing and commercial functions. Also partly
preserved is the horse railway embankment between the mine and the former dressing floor
north of the Mendenschacht, built between 1828

and 1829 for the first iron railway in the Freiberg mining area. Under the mine, at the 140-m
level of the Tiefer Fürstenstolln (adit), a famous
water-column machine, built by the Freiberg
Maschinendirektor (engine director) Christian
Friedrich Brendel (1776-1861) between 1820 and
1824, is preserved. This machine found its way
into the technical literature of the time and was
with its efficiency in water pumping (replacement of seven water pumping wheels) the main
reason for the success of the mine.

Fig. 144 Courtyard of the Mendenschacht (shaft), Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube (mine),
Brand-Erbisdorf
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Fig. 145 Huthaus (administration) of the Mendenschacht (shaft), Alte
Mordgrube Fundgrube (mine), Brand-Erbisdorf

Fig. 146 Bethaus (prayer house) of the Mendenschacht (shaft), Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube
(mine), Brand-Erbisdorf

Fig. 147
Mine forge of the
Mendenschacht
(shaft), Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube
(mine), BrandErbisdorf

Fig. 148
Shaft protection
building above the
leat of the Mendenschacht (shaft),
Alte Mordgrube
Fundgrube (mine),
Brand-Erbisdorf
Fig. 151 Adit portal at the ore embankment leading to the Alte
Mordgrube ore washer, Freiberg Mining Landscapef

Fig. 149
Power house,
machine house and
pit head building
of the Mendenschacht (shaft),
Alte Mordgrube
Fundgrube (mine),
Brand-Erbisdorf
Fig. 152 Ore railway embankment of the Mendenschacht (shaft), Alte
Mordgrube Fundgrube (mine), Brand-Erbisdorf

Fig. 150
Kohlhaus (charcoal
store) of the
Mendenschacht
(shaft), Alte Mordgrube Fundgrube
(mine), BrandErbisdorf

Fig. 153 Line of heaps on the Junge Mordgrube Stehendender (lode),
Brand-Erbisdorf
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Fig. 154 Airborne laser scan of the Goldbachtal valley with the heaps of the Hörnigschacht
(shaft) and Einigkeit Fundgrube (mine) © Staatsbetrieb Geobasisinformation und Vermessung
Sachsen 2017
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Goldbachtal mines (4.6.2-DE)
The structures of the Hörnigschacht (shaft) of
the Einigkeit Fundgrube (mine) date back to the
16th century and were modernised in the first
half of the 19th century. An axle-bearing stone of
the vertical axle of a horse gin erected on the
shaft between 1833 and 1834 is preserved in situ
on the heap. The administration and assembly
building of 1837 (reused as a local mining museum since 1931), the small square powder house
as well as the former wheel chamber of the
shaft’s water pumping system are still in place.
At the base of the heap the mouth of a trench,
built in 1845, belongs to the former water column engine (1847) in the shaft. These structures
document not only the typical architecture and
function of mining sites, but also the developments that occurred following the cessation of
mining. The Thelersberg adit with its more than
50 km of headings represents the extraordinary
achievements of miners in the Ore Mountains. It
was the prerequisite for the installation of important water management systems and both
pumping and hoisting technology from the 16th
century onwards.

Fig. 157
Heap with leat
mouth of the Hörnig
shaft, Einigkeit
Fundgrube (mine)
in Brand-Erbisdorf

Fig. 158
Mouth of the
Thelersberger adit
near Brand-Erbisdorf/Linda

Fig. 155 Huthaus (administration) at Hörnig shaft of the Einigkeit Fundgrube (mine) in Brand-Erbisdorf

Fig. 156 Powder house at Hörnig shaft of the Einigkeit Fundgrube
(mine) in Brand-Erbisdorf

Fig. 159 Heap landscape in the Goldbachtal (valley) near Brand-Erbisdorf
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Freiberg water management system (4.7-DE)
The Freiberg mining water management system
was constructed from the 16th to the 19th centuries and consists of numerous man-made ditches,
ponds and underground tunnels. For hundreds of
years it was the main lifeline of the Freiberg mining
landscape, supplying the mines and processing
sites with water-power and dressing water on one
hand and draining all mines of water on the other
hand. The whole system is still in function today
and supplies Freiberg and other towns (e.g. Dresden) with drinking water, and the modern semi
conductor and leather industry of the Freiberg
region with its process water. It is also still draining the research and teaching mines Reiche Zeche
(shaft) and Alte Elisabeth (shaft) of the TU Bergakademie Freiberg. This system has a total length
exceeding 70 km and represents one of the earliest
and most important mining water management
systems in Europe, and the world.
It is divided today in two parts - the Rothschönberger Adit and the Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt
Freiberg/RWA (active mining water management
system). Part of the Freiberg water management
system, since the 12th/13th century, was also the
Mulde River which supplied the Muldenhütten
smeltery and the mines of the central, and northern mining districts with water power together
with acting as a drainage system for the adits of
these mining districts. This drainage function is
still in use today.

Principal elements

Fig. 160 Map of the Freiberg water management system (Wagenbreth). Preserved parts
of the nominated property: (3) Zethauer ditch, (4) Lower Großhart-mannsdorfer pond, (5)
Müdisdorfer ditch, (6) Müdisdorfer trench, (7) Hohbirker ditch, (8) Berthelsdorfer smeltery
pond, (11) Dittmannsdorfer trench, (12) Dittmannsdorfer pond, (13) Friedrich-Benno
trench, (14) Dörnthaler pond, (15) Haselbacher trench, (16) Obersaidaer pond, (17) Mittelsaidaer trench, (18) Upper Großhartmannsdorfer pond, (19) Kohlbach ditch, (22) Himmelfahrter ditch and trench, (23) Himmelfahrt Fundgrube mines (Thurmhof, Abraham,
Alte Elisabeth, Reiche Zeche), (26) Roter Graben ditch, (28) Oberes Neues Geschrei mine,
(31) Upper Churprinz ditch, (32) Zechenteich pond, (33) Churprinz mine with ore canal,
(34) Christ¬bescherunger ore canal, (35) Alte Hoffnung Gottes mine with ditch, (37) Segen
Gottes mine at Gersdorf, (39) Rothschönberger drainage adit with air shafts I to VII
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Rothschönberger Stolln,
drainage system (4.7.1-DE)
The northern part of the Rothschönberger Adit,
originally financed by the Saxon state, stretches
from Rothschönberg to Halsbrücke over a length
of around 18 km. Six of its air shafts (5 heaps and
the above ground complex of the 4th air shaft) are
located in forest or agricultural areas. The 7th and
8th air shafts (Lichtlöcher) are located at the edge
of Halsbrücke. Its above ground structures in the
central and southern Freiberg mining area, originally financed by the Freiberg mines, are located
in agricultural landscapes (Oberes Neues Geschrei mine, Drei-Brüder-Schacht mine) or at the research and teaching mine Reiche Zeche of the TU
Bergakademie Freiberg.
The Rothschönberger Adit is regarded worldwide
as the pinnacle of the technological development
of trans-regional water-adits. Constructed from
1844 onwards, it is the most important and deepest
lying adit system of the Freiberg Mining District still
in operation. The fiscal section of the Rothschön-
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Fig. 161 Functional diagram of the Rothschönberger Stolln (adit) (Wagenbreth): The specifications of the overall project set the incline at 0.63%, a
width of 2.5 m, and a height of 3 m. The width was to be reduced to 1.5 m from
Lichtloch VII onwards. Eight air shafts (Lichtlöcher) were originally planned.
The adit was to be counterexcavated, i.e. driven simultaneously from the air
shafts to both sides to reduce the construction time (1844-1877)

berger Adit documents the largest and most recent
planned adit built in the Industrial Age for silver ore
mining in the Ore Mountains. Advanced between
1844 and 1882, the Rothschönberger Adit gave the
last powerful impulse to mining in the Freiberg/
Brand-Erbisdorf area until operations were temporarily abandoned in 1913. In the final mining period,
it drained water from the inter-connected mines as
well as from the underground power plant in the
Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft), shutdown in 1972. To
this very day it continues to drain all the mines in the
mining areas of the central, southern and northern
Freiberg mining districts under which the adit runs.
Following its completion, the adit had a total length
in excess of 50 km. The adit is the endpoint of the
historic Revierwasserlaufanstalt RWA (active mining
water management system) and collects the water
of the Freiberg mining districts and discharges it
into the river Triebisch near the village of Rothschönberg. Its construction tied in with numerous
technological innovations, the most significant of
which was the transition from mine surveying using cord and compass to employing a theodolite.
Numerous mining monuments are preserved such
as the heaps of the Lichtloch I to III, V and VI (air
shafts) as well as the standardised surface buildings and huge wheel chambers at the Lichtloch IV
(air shaft) with its shaft building, the remains of the
wheelhouse chamber and administration, the assembly building of Lichtloch VII and the shaft building with the remains of the wheel chamber, the
administration and assembly building of Lichtloch
VIII. A man-made ditch with several tunnels for
the supply of water energy for the Schwamkrugturbine at Lichtloch V (air shaft) was built between
1844 and 1846 to pump the water out of the adit
whilst under construction.

Fig. 162
Mouth of the leat of
the Rothschönberger Adit,
Triebischtal near
Rothschönberg

Fig. 163
Mouth of the Rothschönberger Adit,
Triebischtal near
Rothschönberg

Fig. 164
Mouth at the I.
Lichtloch (shaft)
of the Rothschönberger Adit near
Neukirchen
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Fig. 165
Shaft superstructure at the II. Lichtloch (shaft) of the
Rothschönberger
Stolln (shaft) near
Neukirchen

Fig. 166
Walls of the
wheel chamber
in the heap of the
IV. Lichtloch (shaft)
of the Rothschönberger Stolln near
Reinsberg

Fig. 169 Mine forge of the IV. Lichtloch (shaft) of the Rothschönberger Stolln (shaft)

Fig. 170 Carpenter’s house of the IV. Lichtloch (shaft) of the Rothschönberger Stolln (shaft)

Fig. 167
Heap of the IV.
Lichtloch (shaft)
of the Rothschönberger Stolln
(shaft) near
Reinsberg
Fig. 171 Hoisting house with Radstubenkaue (wheel chamber coe)
and wheel chamber`s of the IV. Lichtloch of the Rothschönberger Adit

Fig. 168
Huthaus of the IV.
Lichtloch (shaft)
of the Rothschönberger Stolln
(shaft)

Fig. 172 Ditch of the Grabentour (motive-water system) at the V.
Lichtloch (shaft) of the Rothschönberger Stolln (shaft). The water of
the ditch was used to drive the water column machine in the shaft
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Fig. 177
Mine forge of
the VII. Lichtloch
(shaft) of the
Rothschönberger
Stolln (shaft) in
Halsbrücke

Fig. 174 Heap and shaft superstructure of the V. Lichtloch (shaft) at
the Grabentour (motive-water system) of the Rothschönberger Stolln
(shaft)

Fig. 178
Hoisting house
with wheel chamber of the VII. Lichtloch (shaft) of the
Rothschönberger
Stolln (shaft) in
Halsbrücke
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Fig. 173 Mouth of the leat 1. of the Grabentour (motive-water system)
of the Rothschönberger Stolln (shaft): The motive-water supply system
today known as the Grabentour (motive-water system) is one of the
most famous of its kind within Saxon ore mining. It began just after
construction commenced on the Rothschönberger Stolln in 1844, and
ended in 1847

Fig. 179
Heap of the
VIII. Lichtloch
(shaft) of the
Rothschönberger
Stolln (shaft) in
Halsbrücke

Fig. 180
Shaft protection building
(Kaue) of the VII.
Lichtloch of the
Rothschönberger
Stolln (shaft) in
Halsbrücke
Fig. 175 Shaft superstructure and heap of the VI. Lichtloch (shaft) of
the Rothschönberger Stolln (shaft) near Krummenhennersdorf

Fig. 176 Meridian stone at the VI. Lichtloch (shaft) of the Rothschönberger Stolln (shaft) near Krummenhennersdorf
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Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt Freiberg/RWA, active mining water management system (4.7.2-DE)
The water storage ponds, water ditches and tunnels of the Aktive Revierwasserlaufanstalt Freiberg/RWA (active mining water management
system) are nearly exclusively surrounded by agricultural and forest landscapes.
This active mining water management system stretches from the Bohemian border near
Cämmerswalde in the area of what is now the
Rauschenbach Talsperre (dam) to the city of
Freiberg. The planning and the construction of
this mining water management system started in
1558 to supply the still deeper mines of the Freiberg mining area with enough water energy for the
water pumping systems of the mines, year-round.
Between 1558 and 1913 ten artificial ponds with a
combined capacity of 5.7 million m3 water storage
as well as around 50 km man-made ditches and 21
km tunnels were built together with administration buildings and the necessary technical installations. It was only in 1882 that the mining water
management system was completed. Primarily,
the Rothschönberger Stolln (adit) was a part of the
system which since 1852 was administrated under
the name Revierwasserlaufanstalt (mining water
management agency). When the Freiberg mines
were closed in 1913 the water of the system was
used for the production of electricity in the water
power plants of the Constantin Schacht (shaft) and
the Drei-Brüder-Schacht (shaft) in the Zug mining
landscape. Since 1972 the system supplies the region with drinking and service water. After 1990 the
mining water management system was formed as
a department of the Saxon Landestalsperrenverwaltung (State Dam Administration). The RWA is
today responsible only for the historic mining water management system from the Czech border to
the north of Freiberg.
Fig. 184
Upper Großhartmannsdorfer pond
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Fig. 181 Erzengler pond

Fig. 182 Rothbächer pond

Fig. 183 Zethauer man-made ditch of the Revierwasserlaufanstalt

mines especially in the Gersdorf mining district.
For this function dams were constructed in the late
18th century at Muldenhütten and at the Gersdorf
mines. The Mulde river also functioned as a drainage system for the several adits of the mines in
the neighbouring mining districts. It also had a
function as a transportation route for wood from
the upper parts of the Ore Mountains to the mines
and smelteries (charcoal production) in the Freiberg Mining Area as well as a transportation route
for the ore from the mines of the northern mining
district to the smelting works at Halsbrücke (locks
are located at the Altväter bridge at Rothenfurth).

Chapter 2

Freiberger Mulde River (4.7.3-DE)
The Mulde River between the Muldenhütten smeltery in the south and the Gersdorf mining landscape in the north is mostly surrounded by an
agricultural and forest landscape. Settlement and
industrial structures are lining the river partly only
at Muldenhütten, Halsbach, Conradsdorf, Tuttendorf, Halsbrücke, Rothenfurth, Großschirma and
Nossen.
Between the 12th/13th century and the 20th century the Freiberger Mulde River functioned as a
supply for water power of the Muldenhütten and
Halsbrücke smeltery complexes and the near-river

Fig. 185
Freiberger Mulde
River with Altväterbrücke (bridge)
near Halsbrücke

5-DE Hoher Forst Mining Landscape
Summary
The archaeological site Hoher Forst Mining Landscape is located in a forest area on a ridge north
of the Kleiner Hirschenstein (mountain), near
Kirchberg, about 6 km north-west of the mining
town Schneeberg in the Western Ore Mountains.
With the decline of mining in the Freiberg region, the development of mining the upper Ore
Mountains began. According to the settlement
history of the region, the oldest mines were located exclusively at the foot of the mountain range
in the eastern part of the Ore Mountains. Reasons
were the proximity to agricultural areas, the existing transport infrastructure, river valleys with
their water supply and draining function and, in
higher reaches, the demand for wood as well as
existing manorial protection.
The Hoher Forst Mining Landscape is one of the
oldest and extraordinarily well-preserved mining
landscapes of the Ore Mountains that displays a

typical combination of early mining activity, a fortification and a mining settlement. The early settlement process was already regulated by rulers
of the land as tangibly illustrated by the connection of these early settlements with castles. The
extraction of silver, traced certainly back to 1306
but possibly dating before that, and the additional mining of argentiferous copper ores from the
15th century onwards left behind numerous shaft
depressions over the ore lodes that remain clearly
visible. The related mining town was abandoned
as early as in middle of the 14th century due to the
decline in mining.
In the second half of the 15th century, in addition to intensified development of the silver
ore deposits at Schneeberg, the opening up of
silver-bearing copper ore deposits also ensued
in the Hoher Forst a short but unsuccessful second mining period. For this time a Bulgenkunst
(chain pump) is recorded in this mining area
(1472). Further minor mining activities were
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undertaken between 1793 and 1819 as well as
between 1939 and 1945. At the end of 1817, the
Martin-Römer-Tiefer-Erbstolln (adit) was closed
down and the shafts were boarded up. In the
course of time they collapsed, creating shaft depressions. Recent decades have even seen the
creation of new shaft collapses, and the enlargement of existing ones. In the late 1930s, the later

Martin-Römer mining claim in the Hoher Forst
was descended as part of prospecting works for
wolframite deposits. The prospecting works resulted in the discovery of tungsten ores in two
places, whereupon mining was started. On 1st
August 1945, operations were closed down. The
name given to the Engländerstolln (adit) after
World War II is probably attributable to the use
of English prisoners-of-war in its expansion.
The Hoher Forst Mining Landscape in particular bears a remarkable and rare testimony to
the Late Medieval settlement mining-related
urbanisation process of the first mining phase,
the role of the territory rulers within the mining industry, and the desertion process of the
15th century due to the depletion of the near
surface mines.
High integrity and authenticity is demonstrated in the archaeological remains of
the late medieval fortified settlement, the
shaft collapses and heaps, as well as in the
underground structures from the 14th/15th
century that have been preserved despite
later mining activities.

Fig. 187 Airborne laser scan of the Hoher Forst Mining Landscape
© Staatsbetrieb Geobasisinformation und Vermessung Sachsen 2017

Fig. 186 Functional diagram of the Hoher Forst mining landscape (Wagenbreth)
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Description
The area features over 160 typically funnel-shaped
shaft depressions, mostly grouped in two parallel
rows, as well as structures that indicate a medieval
motte and bailey castle and fortified settlement. The
rows of shaft depressions are located on the eastern
and western side below the mountain crest that levels off in a northerly direction, and depict the course
and the position of the main ore lodes.
The centre of Fürstenberg, a mining town that has
fallen into decay, features an enclosed area, 100 x 90 m,
on the south-western upward slope. This heavily
fissured area features three large shaft collapses located above the Martin Römer adit as well as several
smaller shaft collapses and elevated areas resembling waste heaps. In the north-western corner of the
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Fig. 188
Shaft depressions
of the Hoher Forst
Mining Landscape
near Kirchberg

area, there is another separately enclosed area, 15 x
20 m, in which evidence of a small medieval castle
was discovered as a result of archaeological excavations of the remains of a sunk structure (cistern) as
well as ceramic fragments. In the course of further excavations, one of probably a number of mine buildings was also found outside the wall enclosure.
The mouth of the Martin Römer adit is situated
in the south-western part of the mining landscape.
Constructed in 1807, it is 1 m high and approx. 0.60 m
wide, and the first part (for a length of approx. 8.5 m)
is lined with granite blocks. The mouth of the adit
known as the Engländerstolln (adit) is located in the
north-eastern part of the mining landscape.

Fig. 189 Mouth of the Martin-Römer-Stolln (adit)
Fig. 190
Mouth of the Engländerstolln (adit)
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Fig. 191 Ore loades of the Annaberg-Frohnau and the Pöhlberg Mining Landscapes
(Wagenbreth)

8-DE Annaberg-Frohnau Mining Landscape
and 9-DE Pöhlberg Mining Landscape
Summary
The Annaberg mining town is located on the western
slope of the Pöhlberg (mountain) east of the Sehma
river valley and is characterised by its urban layout
adjusted to the topography of the northern slope
of the Pöhlberg (mountain). Northwest of the town
on the western bank of the Sehma river and on the
hillside toe of the Schreckenberg (mountain) is the
former village Frohnau and the Frohnauer Hammer
(hammer mill). The Frohnau mining landscape above
the village of Frohnau on the Schreckenberg (mountain) is characterized by an agricultural landscape
on the mountain and a forest area at its slope down
to the Sehma River valley where around 2 km down
the river the adit mouth of the Markus Röhling mine
(8.2.2-DE) is situated. The Pöhlberg mining landscape
is situated on the western slope of the Pöhlberg
(mountain) in an old agricultural landscape. The Sehma River functioned as a drainage outlet for all adits
of the Frohnau and Buchholz mining landscapes (11DE) as well as of the mines under the city of Annaberg.
This transformation of former agricultural land
near Frohnau into a mining area was closely connected with the systematic search for new ore
deposits in the upper parts of the Ore Mountains,
prompted by the temporary decay of the mines in
the Freiberg region in the second mining phase.
Rich deposits of silver ore (especially the discovery
of silver at the Schreckenberg (mountain) in 1491
and argentiferous copper ore at the eastern slope
of the Pöhlberg (mountain) led to the foundation
of the mining settlement of Annaberg as a planned
mining town in the late 15th and early 16th centuries
on the western slope of the Pöhlberg (mountain) in
the direct vicinity of the new silver strikes. Beginning
in the 18th century, the emphasis in the exploitation
of ores shifted to cobalt for the cobalt ‘smalt’ works
(e.g. Schindlers Werk).

The principal contributions of the component part to the potential Outstanding Universal Value are
embodied in:
• significant mining regulations initially issued here which subsequently gained importance on a supraregional basis. The Schreckenberg Bergordnung (mining code) decree issued in 1499/1500 represents the oldest German mining regulations in printed form. The Annaberg Bergordnung (mining
code) applicable to Annaberg and subsequently the entire Electorate of Saxony in 1509 was the direct archetype for the Bohemian mining law of Jáchymov/Joachimsthal (1518) and received broad
dissemination. It represents a turning point in the history of European mining law.
• the second phase of urbanisation reaching the upper parts of the Ore Mountains, and leading to
the foundation of the Annaberg mining town as the first planned mining town in the Ore Mountains
and the second largest town of Saxony after Freiberg.
• pioneering literature on mathematics (algebra) by the mining official Adam Ries (1492/93-1559) with
the introduction of the Indian-Arabic numeral system into the mining billing system as well as on
mineralogy and mining by the Saxon and Bohemian mint master Lazarus Ercker (1528/30-1594).
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• In 1498, Annaberg was granted the right to mint and issue coins. Until 1502 the mint was located
at the Frohnauer hammer mill (8.2.3-DE) and than in the courtyard of the mining office of the town.
Like all other mints of the Saxon Ore Mountains the Annaberg mint was relocated in 1558 to Dresden. As a result of the new minting regulations issued in 1500, the “Schreckenberger” was minted in
Annaberg in large numbers and its particular purity gained it an importance extending well beyond
the region. This coinage represented a prerequisite for the transition to the large-size silver currency in Saxony, Bohemia and later Europe-wide.
• technological ensembles above and below ground documenting the transition from silver mining in
the 15th/16th centuries to extraction of cobalt and other ores from the 18th century, and technological
ensembles related to the mining of argentiferous copper ores.
High integrity, and authenticity is demonstrated in a number of interconnected aboveground and
underground mining remains and technological ensembles from the late 15th to the late 20th century; the Annaberg mining town characterised by an exceptional town layout and architecture, with
mine workings located directly beneath the town; and administrative buildings, and minting sites
that document the state-organised mining system.
Fig. 192
View to Annaberg
mining town with
landscape around
the Pöhlberg
(mountain)

Annaberg mining town (8.1-DE)
Annaberg Mining Town is an example of the
planned foundation of an important silver ore mining town in the central Ore Mountains at the end of
the 15th century. In 1496, surveying began for the
town designed by (amongst others) Ulrich Rülein
von Calw (1465-1523). By the first half of the 16th
century, Annaberg had become the second largest town in Saxony (after Freiberg) with around a
third of the inhabitants working in the more than
700 mines in the vicinity. The town was established
in direct vicinity to the mining sites at the Frohnau
and Pöhlberg mining landscapes as well as above
the silver mines on the northern slope of the Pöhlberg (mountain).
Fig. 193 Layout of the Annaberg mining town (Wagenbreth)
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Fig. 194
Site plan of the
Gößner Zeche
(mine) under the
historic city centre
of the Annaberg
mining town

Fig. 195
Underground workings in the Gößner
mine, 15th/16th
centuries silver
mining (Albrecht)

Principal elements
Urban layout
Annaberg was (after Schneeberg) the second important mining centre founded during the second (early
modern) silver mining period in the Ore Mountains.
The established planned layout was to a major extent adapted to the difficult topography.
Gößner mine
The mine workings of Gößner mine (named after Andreas Gößner, owner of the mining district around
1510) are located beneath Annaberg Mining Town,
directly opposite St Anne’s Church of 1499-1525. The
mine represents a typical early modern mining enterprise, of which many characterize the sub-surface of
the mining towns of the Ore Mountains. Since 1995
this mine has been made publicly accessible via a
new visitors’ shaft that accesses small and narrow
workings (some enlarged for the visitor route) that
date from around 1490. These comprise impressive
internal shafts (ten shafts/winzes, some with clear
accompanying rock-cut evidence for hand windlass
platforms) sunk on the ‘underlie’ (incline) of the lode
for around 24m, together with drives of around 260 m
along the strike of the lode, and crosscuts, on two levels connected by the winzes. A number of stopes and
lode exposures illustrate the system of working.
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The Annaberg town church of St. Anne’s (1499
to 1525) is one of the most important late Gothic buildings in Saxony. A prominent location
in the established planned layout had already
been determined for the future town church.
The church exhibits several distinctive structural features. It was built as a hall church with
three naves; its pillars have no supporting function. The portal to the old sacristy, built in 1518,
is considered an outstanding example of one
the oldest Renaissance portals in Saxony. The
altars were installed during the 1520s. The mining altar shows on its back unique paintings of
the mining activities and the mining landscape
around Annaberg in the early 16th century. Numerous epitaphs are to be found in the church,
including those by prominent mining figures.
Today, St. Anne’s church features its original 16th
century condition.

Chapter 2

Sacred buildings
Considerable mining activities conducted in the
area surrounding the town generated surges of
revenue which enabled the construction of important sacred buildings.

Fig. 196 St. Anne’s church, Annaberg

Fig. 197 Bergaltar (mining altar): The most famous individual object in the church is the mining altar consecrated in 1521. Its rear side consists
of four panels showing the mining landscape around St. Annaberg, depicted to a level of artistic accomplishment previously unknown and
subsequently unmatched. The panels are attributed to the painter Hans Hesse (verified between 1497 and 1539)
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only church in the Ore Mountains exclusively
financed by a miners’ guild. Up to the end of
mining, the miners’ church was used exclusively
for devotion to God by the miners as well as for
miners’ church services on quarter days of the
mining calendar and on mining holidays. The
church was destroyed several times by fire and
its current design and fabric dates to 1736. The
remarkable historic inventory of the church includes the Bergmannskanzel (miners’ pulpit)
and the historic Knappschaftsgestühl (miners’
guild seating).

Fig. 198
St. Mary’s miners’
church, Annaberg:
The only existing
exclusive miners’
church of the Ore
Mountains (1502
and 1511; 1736)

Another important church in the historic centre of Annaberg is St. Mary’s miners’ church.
Located on the north-western side of the marketplace in Annaberg, St. Mary’s church is the

Fig. 199 Annaberger Bergamt (mining office): Yet
another important building is the three-floored
Annaberg Bergamt (mining office) on the street
connecting the marketplace and St. Anne’s
church
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Administrative and secular buildings
Important administrative buildings and secular
buildings include the mining office and numerous town houses, some subsequently put to other uses that are directly or indirectly connected
with mining. They contain references to personalities such as the mathematician Adam Ries
(1492/93-1559), the Saxon and Bohemian mint
master Lazarus Ercker (1528/30-1594) and the
entrepreneurial mining family Uthmann. Many
of the owners of town houses in Annaberg were
mining entrepreneurs or officials.

Fig. 200 Adam Ries house, Annaberg: A two-storey terraced
house, constructed around 1496/97, is generally considered as
having been the residence of the mathematician Adam Ries
(1492-1559). The building, which underwent several modifications, was used in the 16th century as a residential house and
mathematics school.

Fig. 201 Lazarus Ercker house, Annaberg:
The most important owner of this house,
whose foundation walls date back to no later
than the 16th century, is said to have been the
Annaberg-born mint master, Lazarus Ercker
(c. 1528-1594). Ercker gained international
fame as a result of his widely read groundbreaking metallurgical book „Beschreibung
der allwerfürnemsten Mineralischen Erzt und
Berckwercksarten” (Description of Leading
Ore Processing and Mining Methods), which
initially appeared in 1574.

Frohnau mining landscape (8.2-DE)
Frohnau mines (8.2.1-DE)
The Frohnau mining landscape is an extensive
mining area characterised by a large number
of historic open cast and underground mining
sites. These include the large waste heap landscape with small heaps from the 15th to 17th cen-

Fig. 203 Motive-water supply system of Frohnau mines (Wagenbreth)
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Fig. 202
Heaps’ landscape
near Frohnau

turies following the ore lodes, the larger waste
heaps of the main shafts from the 18th century
as well as the major waste heaps attributed to
uranium ore mining in the mid-20th century. The
heaps differ both in their appearance and nature
of the deposited material and vegetation growth.
Mining ceased at the end of the 19th century, but
resumed in 1946 in connection with uranium ore
mining in the Markus Röhling mining concession. These efforts, however, did not result in
the extraction of any significant amounts of uranium ore. The surface mine buildings originally
belonging to the shafts are not preserved, with
the exceptions of the Malwine mine area and the
Markus Röhling mine.
The remarkable water management systems
included the Schreckenberg motive-water supply
system, which was built in 1788 and subsequently modified. The water was fed from the eastern
slope of the Sehma (river) via an aqueduct and
the modified Orgelstolln (adit) to the underground water wheels. The motive-water, used by
the Kunstgezeuge (mine water pumping systems),
together with pumped groundwater, was then
discharged via the Markus Röhling adit, later via
the deeper Jungen St. Andreas adit.

Fig. 204 Airborne laser scan showing the heaps landscape of Frohnau mining landscape
© Staatsbetrieb Geobasisinformation und Vermessung Sachsen 2017
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Fig. 205 Functional diagram of the shafts, galleries and mine workings of the Markus Röhling mine (Wagenbreth): Part of the nominated property are the upper level
of the mine with the Markus Röhling Stolln (adit, visitors mine) and the Orgelstolln (adit), the three water wheel chambers (1-3) and the reconstructed horse gin at the
surface. Wheel chamber (adit) 3 has a reconstructed water wheel. The mine is drained by the Andreasstolln (adit). All lower shafts, galleries and mine workings under the
level of the Andreasstolln are today filled with water

Markus Röhling mine (8.2.2-DE)
The Markus Röhling mine with its adit and underground galleries from the 18th/19th century
(silver and cobalt mining) and wheel chambers
(18th century) as well as the galleries of the 20th
century (uranium mining) became the most important mine in the Annaberg-Frohnau Mining
Landscape in particular due to the opening up
of high-grade ore zones.
Fig. 206 Heap of the hoisting shaft of the Markus Röhling mine
near Frohnau

Fig. 207 Remains of the powder house, Markus Röhling mine near Frohnau: The historical
building complex, located on or near the major hoisting shaft waste heap of the Markus
Röhling mine, consists of the former mine forge, the Huthaus (administration and assembly
building) and the more remotely situated ruins of the powder house
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Fig. 208 Mouth of the Markus Röhling adit near Frohnau: which was
originally established as the St. Anna adit, and possesses a total
length of some 8.6 km. The masonry of the adit portal dates back to
1831
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Fig. 209
Mouth of the Stolln
81 (adit) near
Frohnau: The recently lined adit 81
mouth gives access
to the Markus Röhling visitor mine.

Frohnauer Hammer (8.2.3-DE)
The Frohnauer Hammer (hammer mill) consists of
an iron hammer forge with a Flutergraben (ditch), a
small workshop building and the associated manor house. The hammer mill was originally a grain
mill, probably dating back to the earliest period
of the village of Frohnau. Following the discovery
of silver ores, a minting plant was established in
1498 in an outbuilding of the mill which in 1502
was moved to the mining office in Annaberg. At the
end of the 16th century, the mill fell into ruin, and
in 1621 a fundamental conversion into a hammer

mill took place, in which silver (for a short period),
later copper and finally iron were forged. In 1692
the hammer mill burnt down, but was rebuilt
shortly afterwards, and in 1904 it closed. The Hammerbund association, founded in 1907, acquired
the site a year later, enabling the museum to be
opened there as soon as 1910. The hammer mill,
operated by water power with an L-shaped layout,
is a quarry stone walled building with a shingle
hipped roof. The mill was driven by water from
the Sehma (river), diverted some 300 m above the
hammer mill via a weir into a separate leat.
Fig. 211
Frohnauer Hammer
(hammer mill) in
Frohnau

Fig. 212
Manor house of the
Frohnauer Hammer
(hammer mill):
The manor house
situated opposite
the hammer mill
was built in 1697

Fig. 210 Workshop building of the Frohnauer Hammer (hammer mill)
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9-DE Pöhlberg Mining Landscape
The Pöhlberg mining landscape is located in the
middle of a rural area on the eastern slope of the
Pöhlberg (mountain), in direct neighbourhood to
Annaberg mining town on its western slope. The

Fig. 213 Airborne
laserscan of the
Pöhlberg Mining
Landscape with
heap row and
strutures of the
stone ridge fields
©Staatsbetrieb Geobasisinformation
und Vermessung
Sachsen 2017

introduction of the Saigerverfahren (liquation process) to the Ore Mountains in the second half of the
15th century (1471 by Nickel Tyle in Chemnitz) enabled to process silver-copper ores leading to an
increase of the importance of the Pöhlberg mines
and contributed since 1537 greatly to the silver
output in Saxony. The Annaberg entrepreneurial
family, the Uthmanns was particularly active in
mining on the eastern side of the Pöhlberg (mountain). The mines at the Pöhlberg Mountain developed from the late 15th century into an important
group of silver-copper mines. The argentiferous
copper ores extracted here were processed 30 km
away at the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation
Works (14-DE), also owned by the Uthmann family. In 1567 the Saxon Elector bought the liquation
works to get control over its important silver and
copper production. The Saxon State owned the
complex for more than 300 years until 1873 when
it was privatized again as the Saxon copper and
brass works.

The principal contributions of the component part to the potential Outstanding Universal Value are
embodied:
• in the aboveground and underground structures of the argentiferous copper mines which are a
rare example of the exploitation of silver-copper ores from the late 15th to the 18th centuries in the
Ore Mountains.
• in the closely connection to the introduction of the technology of the liquation process in Saxony
at the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works as the only preserved processing site of this kind in
the Ore Mountains and in Europe.
High integrity and authenticity is demonstrated by the interconnected aboveground and underground mining remains from the late 15th to the 18th centuries; and the setting of the mining landscape within an as far as possible preserved early modern agricultural surrounding.

Fig. 214
Eastern hillside
of the Pöhlberg
mountain with
the heaps of the St.
Briccius mine and
the characteristic
stone ridge field
structure of the
medieval and early
modern farmland
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Fig. 215 Functional diagram of the
St. Briccius mine (Wagenbreth):
(5) Tiefer Freudenstolln (adit),
(6) Oberer Freudenstolln (adit) with
administration building,
(7) 3rd Briccius Stolln (adit),
(8) 2nd Briccius Stolln (adit),
(11) Oberer Briccius Stolln (adit),
(12) fall shaft

Fig. 216
Huthaus, eastern
hillside of the
Pöhlberg mountain
near Annaberg

Principal elements
St. Briccius and the Heilige Dreifaltigkeit
mines (9.1-DE)
Today, only a small open cast mine, the waste
heaps of numerous adits and mouths (reconstructed according to conservation practice,
and original), as well as the administration and
assembly building (Huthaus) of St. Briccius mine
bear witness to the extensive surface mining
for silver-copper ores on the western Pöhlberg
mountain slope. Underground, there are diverse
horizontal and vertical advances, impressive
mine workings, in part preserved original mine
working supports as well as relics of technical
support, drainage and ventilation facilities. The
wheelhouse, and parts of the technical facilities

Fig. 217 Mouth of the Tiefer St. Briccius Stolln (adit)

are preserved. These predominantly 15th to 18th
century remains are directly connected with the
processing of argentiferous copper ores in the
Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works (14-DE)
in the Marienberg mining area.

Fig. 218 Waste heap of the St. Briccius mine
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14-DE Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works
Summary
The Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works is
located in the central Ore Mountains, west of the
town of Olbernhau in the valley of the Flöha (river). The adjacent Natzschung (beck) at the German-Czech border runs within the east side of the
complex. The property encompasses all building
structures and the Unterer Hüttenteich (lower pond
of the smelting complex), the broader setting in
the buffer zone includes the system of water ditches providing the ponds with the water from the
Natzschung (beck).
From the middle of the 16th century onwards, the
site was a significant silver and copper production
facility, smelting argentiferous copper ores in the
so-called Saigerverfahren (liquation process). The
mining master of Annaberg, Hans Leonard, established works in 1537. Argentiferous copper ore
mines from the mines at the Pöhlberg Mining Landscape (9-DE) were processed here. The Saigerverfahren (liquation process) was developed in the
15th century in southern Germany. In his work ‘De
re metallica’ published in 1556, Georgius Agricola
(1494-1555) described the Saigerverfahren (liquation process) in detail.

Fig. 219 Liquation cooker (Agricola: De re metallica, 1556)

The principal contributions of the component part to the potential Outstanding Universal Value are
embodied:
• in the complex of the Grünthal Liquation Silver-Copper Liquation Works as a rare preserved and
wholly representative example of pre-industrial centralised metallurgical site for the dressing,
smelting and processing of argentiferous copper ores into silver and copper by the introduction
of liquation in the Ore Mountains that collectively revived European silver production at a critical
period.
• in the singularity of the preserved metallurgical complex in European context.
• in the connection to the mining activities of the entrepreneurial family of the Uthmanns in the 16th
century (Pöhlberg mining landscape, 9-DE).
• in the effort of the Saxon State to get control over all silver production sites in the second half of the
16th century.
High integrity and authenticity is demonstrated by the preservation of the whole complex with all
production, administrative, social and infrastructural structures.
Description
The extensively preserved complex is a remarkable
testimony of an independent Bergfabrik (smeltery
and colony) as a production site with all production,
administrative, social and infrastructural structures
in the Ore Mountains.
The Works is significant in both mining history
and economic history. It is distinguished from other smelteries in the Ore Mountains both by its size
and by its comprehensive collection of monuments.
The complex includes a collection of buildings
protected by a wall as well as further surrounding
production facilities. Most of the buildings situated
in this complex today are directly linked with the operating history of the liquation hut or the industry
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which succeeded it. The inventory of well-preserved
buildings consists of the most varied production
facilities, administrative buildings and residential
buildings. Adjacent, and annexed to the complex, is
an exceptionally well-preserved copper battery and
hammer mill in its original building and containing
original and restored machinery. A leat supplied the
works with water power, the waterwheel pit and
infrastructure surviving. The water management
system of the complex consists of two ponds (upper
and lower water reservoir) collecting water from the
nearby Natzschung (river) and a drainage system of
the meadowland south of the complex (within the
buffer zone). The ponds are connected to the complex by a water ditch.
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Fig. 220 West gate of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

Fig. 221 Old bowling alley

Fig. 222 Carpenter’s house with smelting school

Fig. 225 Site plan of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works (Wagenbreth).
Preserved buildings: (1) west gate, (2) east gate, (3) Lange Hütte (smeltery, only foundation walls
preserved), (4) engine house, (5) stamp mill, (6) charcoal huts, (7) forge, (8) old account house, (9)
new account house, (10) master house, (11) processing house and copper storage, (12) brewery,
(13) chalk house, (20) carpenter house, (21) school, (22) inn, (23) dwellings, (24) stables, (25) old
copper hammer mill, (26) refinery, (27) mill, (28) new hammer mill, (29) double hammer mill
Fig. 226
House of the Anrichter (ore assayer’s
house)

Fig. 223 House of magistrate Lange
Fig. 227
Schichtmeisterhaus
(shift foreman’s
house)

Fig. 224 Smeltery inn
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Fig. 228 Lange Hütte (preserved foundation walls and partly reconstructed technical equipment)

Fig. 229 Workers’ house

Fig. 232 Smeltery forge (Kugler)

Fig. 230 Workers’ house Seiferthäuschen

Fig. 233 Treibehaus (processing works) and copper storage

Fig. 231 Workers’ house

Fig. 234 Alte Faktorei (old account house)
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Fig. 238 Lichthaus (Old power station) at the Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

Fig. 236 Manor house and Faktorei (account house)

Fig. 239 Faktorteich (pond) of the Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

Fig. 237 Smeltery wall of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

Fig. 240 Old brewery of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works
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Fig. 235 Barn of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

Fig. 241 Althammer (old hammer mill) of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works
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Fig. 242 Althammer (old hammer mill) of the Grünthal Silver-Copper
Liquation Works

Fig. 243 Arbour of the Faktor (smeltery official) of the Grünthal
Silver-Copper Liquation Works

Fig. 244 Power station of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

Fig. 245 War memorial of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

Fig. 246 Smeltery mill of the Grünthal Silver-Copper Liquation Works

Fig. 247 Garhaus (refining house) of the Grünthal
Silver-Copper Liquation Works

Fig. 248 Neuhammer (new hammer mill) of the Grünthal
Silver-Copper Liquation Works
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A common buffer zone surrounds the town wall
of Marienberg, the road and the heap rows of the
Bauer-Morgengang (lode) and Elisabeth Flachen
(lode).
Located in the upper part of the central Ore
Mountains, mining started in the region at the
beginning of the 16th century. Similar to the foundation of Annaberg it was closely connected to
the systematic search for new ore deposits in the
upper parts of the Ore Mountains after the temporary decline of mines in the Freiberg mining area.
Marienberg mining town was the second planned
foundation of a mining town in the upper part of
the Saxon Ore Mountains after Annaberg following
the discovery of rich silver ore deposits in an initially agricultural and forested region.

Chapter 2

11-DE Marienberg Mining Town, and
associated 12-DE Lauta Mining Landscape
Summary
The mining town of Marienberg is located on a
mountain plateau several kilometres east of the
Zschopau (river) valley and directly north above
the Schlettenbach (beck) valley and surrounded
by more modern urban settlement structures. The
building of the mining store house (Bergmagazin)
is situated to the west outside of the historic town
centre. The Lauta Mining Landscape is situated 2
km north of Marienberg. Its lodes are located in an
agricultural landscape. The historic town centre
and the Lauta mining landscape are connected by
a today’s road which was once used by the miners’ living in the town to get to the mines at Lauta.

The principal contributions of the component part to the potential Outstanding Universal Value are
embodied:
• in the topographical situation of the town as the first mining town in the Ore Mountains that was
not established within the mining sites but located on a ‘green field’ nearby.
• in the urban layout of the town planned in the symmetric structure of Renaissance town planning
for the first time north of the Alps mountains.
• in the last preserved example of a early 19th century mining store house in the Ore Mountains.
• in the display of the typical settlement structure with its associated mining landscape of the final
stage of the second mining period in the Ore Mountains.
High integrity and authenticity is demonstrated by the preserved urban layout with its rectangular
street grid, central market place and remains of the town fortification as well as by the preserved
sacred and secular buildings connected to mining.

Fig. 249 View to the historic centre of Marienberg

Principal elements
Urban Layout
Marienberg was for a time the last important mining town, founded in the second main period of
silver ore mining in the Saxon Ore Mountains. Albertine Duke Henry the Pious (1473-1541) established the mining town of Marienberg in 1521 as
a result of the newly flourishing silver ore mining.
The mining town of Marienberg is an outstanding
example of the planned creation of a mining town
at the beginning of the 16th century. Regular urban
layout, including the ordering of the most impor-

tant buildings, is in accordance with the theoretical architectural principles of town planning in
the Renaissance, used here for the first time in the
founding of a city north of the Alps.
While the urban layout of Annaberg followed the
medieval grid system by adapting it to the topographical situation of the place the urban layout of
Marienberg followed the theoretical architectural
principles of town planning of the Renaissance by
a rectangular construction on a levelled and accu-

Fig. 250
Layout plan of the
Marienberg mining
town (Wagenbreth)
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Fig. 251 Town wall of the historic centre of Marienberg

Fig. 252 Zschopauer gate of the town fortification, Marienberg

Fig. 253 Roter Turm (tower), Marienberg

Fig. 254 Church St. Mary, Marienberg
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rate measured territory. The planned foundation
of Marienberg marked the high point of the development of mining towns in the Ore Mountains and
formed the model for the later foundation of other
planned mining towns especially in the Bohemian part of the Ore Mountains, such as Měděnec
(c. 1520), Boží Dar (1533), Hora Svatého Šebestiána
(c. 1540) or Výsluní (c. 1545). Its preserved structures illustrate the function of the town as an administrative, social and cultural centre for silver ore
mining from the early 16th to the late 19th century as
well as of additional tin and copper ore mining and
the short period of uranium mining in the middle
of the 20th century.
Sacred and secular buildings
Selected sacred and secular buildings, including
town houses and administrative buildings, represent
the direct connections between the urban development and mining. In the following decades, several
buildings and structures were constructed, including
the Renaissance town hall, the administrative mining office, the mining storehouse, the late Gothic hall
Church of St. Marien as well as the town wall with its
five gates and four towers.
One particularity of the Marienberg town layout
was the building of a stately house at the Marienberg
marketplace, immediately next to the town hall. As
early as the first half of the 16th century, this is named
as a royal house or town castle and, in accordance
with its importance, is described as an extraordinary
and prestigious building. It may have gained its dominant styling as the Renaissance castle of the town
only after its restoration following its first destruction
in the town fire of 1610. The placement of the royal
house in a central position within the town structure,
at the marketplace, is seen as an innovation, and is
attributed to the political theory of Italian Humanism.
With the Lindenhäuschen (house) a typical miners’
house from the first half of the 16th century is preserved. The Bergmagazin (mining storehouse), built
between 1806 and 1809 outside the historic town
centre, is the last remaining example of this form of
building that once existed in various towns in the Ore
Mountains.

Fig. 255 Town hall of Marienberg

Chapter 2
Fig. 256 Mining storehouse (Bergmagazin) of Marienberg: Situated outside of the historic centre, to the west, the mining storehouse (1806 to 1809) is the last remaining
example of this form of building that once existed in various towns in the Ore Mountains. It was constructed outside of the historic centre of Marienberg because of the
lack of space in the city centre.

Fig. 257 Mining office (Bergamt), Marienberg

Fig. 258 Miners’ house Lindenhäuschen, Marienberg: One particularity is the so-called Lindenhäuschen. It is seen as a typical miners’ house, which is still largely preserved in its original
form. The house is one of the oldest houses of the town of Marienberg.
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Fig. 259
Airborne laser scan
of the Lauta Mining
Landscape with the
heaps of the Bauer
Morgen Gang (lode)
and the Elisabeth
Flachen (lode)
© Staatsbetrieb
Geobasisinformation und Vermessung Sachsen 2017

12-DE Lauta Mining Landscape
Lauta Mining Landscape is a fine example of the mining technology of the 16th to the 19th centuries following the ore lodes of the main Marienberg deposit.
It is characterised first and foremost by the
criss-crossing lines of heaps on the Bauer Morgengang and the Elisabeth Flachen lodes which distinctively influence the landscape. The line of heaps to
the south of Lauta extends along the historically significant northeast - southwest trending Bauer Morgengang lode. This lode is crossed to the southwest
Fig. 260
Heaps of the Bauer
Morgengang (lode)
near Lauta
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by the Elisabeth Flachen lode which stretches many
kilometres. Both groups of lodes, due to the waste
heaps which are aligned with them like strings of
pearls, are impressive monuments to Marienberg’s
mining past. Each of the waste heaps marks the location of one or more shafts, the distance between
them corresponding to the sizes of the former mine
fields regulated by mining law. The majority of
the waste heaps originate from the mining period
of the 16th century, whilst in the 17th century there
were various interesting technical projects for the

Rudolph shaft differs from other waste heaps with
respect to its considerable size. From the 19th century onwards the Rudolph shaft had developed into
the centralized shaft installation of the Vater Abraham mine. With the end of silver mining at Lauta in
1904 the shaft was closed. Between 1947 and 1954
the shaft was reopened as survey shaft for uranium
ore by the SAG Wismut. A working horse gin was reconstructed in 2005/06, modelled after the original
from 1838/39. The walling of the shaft is preserved
in its original form.
Fig. 261 Horse gin,
reconstructed in
Marienberg, protecting the historic
Rudolph-Schacht
(shaft)

Chapter 2

shafts to be drained again and hence for mining to
be activated once again on this lode group. Locally,
individual waste heaps were remodelled through
the subsequent mining of bismuth, cobalt, nickel
and uranium ores as well as fluorspar. The Wasserlochschacht (shaft), sunk between 1552 and 1568
to a depth of 110 m and since 1839 known as the
Rudolph-Schacht (shaft) after the mining master
Rudolph Hering, situated on the Bauer Morgengang
lode, became since the 18th century the most important main shaft of the area. The waste heap of the

Fig. 262
View into the
Rudolph-Schacht
(shaft) with its
original walling
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Fig. 263
Functional diagram
of the Lauta
Mining Landscape
(Wagenbreth) with
the nominated
property of the
Bauer Morgen
Gang (lode) and the
Elisabeth Flachen
(lode) Only the heap
rows within the
nominated property
(red lines) are fully
preserved

The principal contributions of the component part to the potential Outstanding Universal Value are
embodied:
• in the heap rows of the Bauer Morgengang lode and Elisabeth Flachen lode representing the most
important silver mining landscape (Lauta) of the Marienberg mining area from the 16th to the 19th
century.
• in the large heap of the Rudolph shaft with its preserved shaft walling from the 18th/19th century
representing the modernization of the Marienberg mines by the mining master Friedrich Wilhelm
Heinrich von Trebra (1740-1819) with the installation of water-column engines (at the Rudolph
shaft in 1773) and the later installation of a horse gin (1838/39).
High integrity and authenticity is demonstrated by the regular layout of the heaps in rows following
the ore lodes and regulated by the mining law of the 16th century (each mine field 56 x 14 m), and by
the size of the Rudolph shaft heap and the walling of the shaft caused by the installation of a horse
gin in 1838/39.
Fig. 264
Heaps of the Bauer
Morgengang lode
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chimsthal, which for a short period of time in the
16th century represented the most important silver mining district in the Ore Mountains, Europe,
and the world. The town, founded in 1516, is regarded as one of the birthplaces of mining, metallurgy, mineralogy and economic geology, the
foundations of which were laid here in the 16th
century by Georgius Agricola, Jáchymov’s town
physician. His extensive compendium entitled
”De re metallica libri XII“ (Twelve Books about
Mining), published posthumously in Basel in
1556, can be considered as the first comprehensive scientific treatise dealing with mining, metallurgy, mineralogy and economic geology. As a
basic textbook of the mining sciences, it served
in Europe and other parts of the world for more
than 200 years.

The principal contributions of the component part to the potential Outstanding Universal Value are
embodied in:
• the fundamental role in the development of mining and metallurgy, the foundations of which
were laid here in the 16th century by Georgius Agricola, Jáchymov’s town physician. For a short
period of time in the 16th century Jáchymov represented the most important silver mining district
in the Ore Mountains, Europe, and the world.
• As a place where the silver ‘thalers’ (abbreviation from Joachimsthaler, i.e. coming from Joachimsthal/Jáchymov) started to be minted in large quantities from 1520. Jáchymov’s Royal Mint is a
testimony of the enormous role of the town in the development of early modern European and
later world currency systems. In most European countries, the thaler became synonymous with
the name of large silver coins used in trade and, as a means of payment; it was used until the
1870s. After reaching the American continent in the 18th century, the thaler gave its name to the
dominant world currency, the dollar.

Chapter 2

1-CZ Jáchymov Mining Landscape
Summary
Jáchymov Mining Landscape comprises Jáchymov’s historic city centre (listed as an Urban Heritage Zone) and its surrounding mining landscape
containing the most important remains of ore
mining in the former Jáchymov mining district
from the 16th to the 20th centuries. The town is
located in the Western Ore Mountains in a steep
valley that rises from 575 m to more than 900 m
above sea level. With the exception of the town itself, the whole area is located in an unpopulated,
mainly wooded mountain landscape. The highest
elevation is situated 968 m above sea level.
There are few towns in the world that played
such a fundamental role in the development of
mining and metallurgy as Jáchymov/St. Joa-

Fig. 265
Aerial view of
Jáchymov mining
town and the
surrounding mining
landscape
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• During the boom of mining in the 16th century, considerable progress was made in Jáchymov in
mine water drainage, especially by the introduction of piston pumps and the flat-rod system (Kunstgestänge), a specific pumping system which was invented in Jáchymov in 1551. This machine,
allowing the transfer of the rotational movement of the water wheel to vertical movement through
a system of up to 1.5 km-long connected rods, spread quickly in particular in the Saxon, Harz, Slovak and other mining districts, where it remained in use until the 19th century. Beyond continental
Europe, it was also adopted extensively in Britain.
• Jáchymov is also highly important for the development of early legal regulations pertaining to
mining and forestry. The Jáchymov mining order (1542, 1548) became a model for most mining
districts in the Bohemian Kingdom until the 19th century as well as for many other mining districts
in the Habsburg monarchy in Europe.
• The building of the Royal Mint also attests to the importance of Jáchymov in developing the educational system for mining as the world’s first state mining school was founded here in 1716. This
school became a model for similar schools in the Habsburg monarchy (e.g. in the Slovak mining
town of Banská Štiavnica), in Saxony and other places in Europe.
• Due to an exceptional variety of ores mined in Jáchymov, this place belongs to one of the world’s
richest mineralogical sites with over 400 mineralogical species described up to the present day
(new species may still await discovery). A valuable collection of Jáchymov minerals including
more than 40 of those for which Jáchymov is a type locality (which were described here for the
first time in the world) is housed by the Royal Mint Museum.
The Jáchymov Mining Landscape documents, by tangible witnesses, all stages of the silver mining
in the Ore Mountains from the 16th to the 19th century. High integrity and authenticity is demonstrated by countless aboveground and underground remains of ore mining including adits and shafts,
heaps, water ditches and ponds or drainage galleries. The whole Jáchymov mining area is an outstanding example of a mining landscape formed over centuries, with all the elements pertaining
thereto evidenced. The 16th century urban layout of the town of Jáchymov has been largely preserved; likewise authentic in their form, design, substance and setting are many sacred and secular
Renaissance-style buildings showing direct links to mining.

Jáchymov mining town (1.1-CZ)
The overall urban structure of the Renaissance
mining town built on a steep slope of the Ore
Mountains remains well-preserved. The successful economic development of Jáchymov in
the 16th century led to the development of its
outstanding urban architecture, featuring copious late Gothic and Renaissance period buildFig. 266
The upper part of
Jáchymov with
the St. Joachim’s
church and the
Svornost mine
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ings and monuments. It was here where the first
purely Protestant church (St. Joachim’s church)
was built within the Kingdom of Bohemia and
Europe (1534-1540). Likewise of outstanding importance are the former Royal Mint (1520, 15331538), the town hall (1520-1528, 1538-1544), All
Saints Hospital church (1516/1517), as well as a
series of burgher houses set in the historic cen-

tre. The entire historic centre of Jáchymov enjoys protection as an Urban Heritage Zone which
was declared in 1992 by the Czech Ministry of
Culture. The most important buildings in the Urban Heritage Zone and its immediate surroundings are listed as protected cultural properties.
Descriptions of the most valuable town buildings are given below.

Royal Mint (Královská mincovna)
The Royal Mint, located next to the town hall in
the upper part of the town, is an extraordinary
testimony to all periods of Jáchymov mining.
From 1520 until 1671, it was a seat of a mint
where the famous thalers were minted (until
1528 it was owned by the Counts of Schlick, in
1528 it passed to the royal hands and until 1671
it operated as the Royal Mint). From 1538 until
1918 the building also housed apartments and
offices of the Supreme Mining Office. In 1716, the
world’s first state mining vocational school was
established here. In 1918, the building became
the head office of the state Jáchymov mines.
From 1946, it served briefly as the head office of
the Czech-Soviet uranium mining company, Jáchymovské doly (Jáchymov Mines). From 1964,
the building houses the Jáchymov branch of the
Karlovy Vary Museum.
The corner of the Royal Mint is still dominated by
a beautiful oriel window with intersecting bars and
a date of completion: 1536. The entrance portal
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Principal elements

Fig. 267 Jáchymov – the historic part of the mining town

Fig. 268 The Royal Mint

Fig. 269 Hood of the silver furnace

Fig. 270 Renaissance oriel window of the Royal Mint
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leads to a vaulted hall with a passageway to inner
arcade courtyards that originally housed the mint
shops. Of the original technical equipment of the
mint, the structure of the furnace for silver melting and a massive hood have been preserved.
Under the building, large cellars with barrel vaults
have been preserved, partially originating from
the former mint of the Schlick lords. A two-chambered blacksmith’s furnace has also been found
here that was part of the mint in the 16th century.
The historical cellars now house a collection of
valuable stone elements, especially Late Gothic
and Renaissance portals from the dismantledhouses in Jáchymov.
Fig. 271 Historic cellars of the Royal Mint

All Saints Hospital Church (Špitální
kostel Všech svatých)
Founded in 1516, the All Saints hospital church
is the oldest half-timbered religious building in
the western Ore Mountains. In the interior of the
church, a number of tombstones and epitaphs
of prominent personalities of the 16th century are
preserved. Besides royal mint masters, supervisors and mining entrepreneurs, wealthy patricians
were buried here, too. Panel paintings on the altarpiece come from the workshop of Lucas Cranach.
After a restoration in 1993, the church was opened
to the general public, exhibitions and other cultural events are held here.
Fig. 272 All Saints hospital church

Fig. 273 Interior of the All Saints church
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Secular buildings
A number of residential buildings in the historical
centre of the town have preserved their original
layout, structural details and artistic decoration
including mural paintings.

Chapter 2

St. Joachim Church (kostel sv. Jáchyma)
Built between 1534 and 1540, the St. Joachim
church is the first purely Lutheran church in the
lands of the Czech Crown. It is the testimony to the
role of the Ore Mountains as a seed of the Protestant religion which through miners migrating from
here spread quickly to other mining regions in Central and Northern Europe. It is also a testimony to
the work of Johannes Mathesius (1504-1565), a pupil of Luther and Melanchthon and from 1542 Protestant pastor in the St. Joachim church, whose
collection of sermons “Sarepta oder Bergpostill”
(published in 1562) represents the first effort ever
to educate the simple audience of miners in the
field of mining and related areas.
The church was built in a similar style as the
churches in other mining towns in the Ore Mountains (Annaberg, Schneeberg and Marienberg in
Saxony). After the disastrous fire of the town in
1873 which destroyed the entire furnishings of the
church including the altar by Cranach the Elder,
the church was restored to form a three-aisled
nave based on the design by a prominent Czech
architect, Josef Mocker. The original exterior masonry has been preserved, including the western
portal with a relief portrait of the founder of the
town, Stephan Schlick.

Fig. 274 St. Joachim Church

Fig. 275 Town Hall: Historically, the building consisted of two parts, the older Schlick (or Alnpeck) house from 1520-1528 and the added town
hall wing with a massive tower (1538-1544). The building obtained its current form during a remodelling between 1901 and 1902. For centuries, it
has been the seat of the local government of the free royal mining town.
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Fig. 276
Vaulted lower hall
in the town hall

Fig. 277
Town House No. 4
– Rožmberk (Rosenberg) House: A
two-storey building
with an exceptionally well-preserved
Renaissance core
dating back to
around 1520 was
originally owned
by prominent
princes of Bohemia,
Wilhelm and Peter
Wok von Rosenberg
(Rožmberk), it is
one of the most
important patrician
houses in Jáchymov

Fig. 278
Decorative paintings on the ceiling
on the first floor of
the house no. 4

Fig. 279
Town House No. 126
– House of Johann
Müller: A house
dating back to the
mid-16th century belonged to burgrave
Johann Müller. In a
circular medallion
that has been preserved above the
segmental lintel,
a coat-of-arms is
placed with crossed
mining hammers
over a mill wheel
(a coat-of-arms of
Johann Müller)
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Fig. 280 Town House No. 145 – a two-storey house with a late
Baroque façade remodelling dating back to a period around 1760.
Originally, the entrance was only pierced in the leftmost axis and it
was fitted with a late Baroque portal with the coat-of-arms of the
Jáchymov´s Zeileisen family. In the rightmost axis, a Renaissance
portal from the demolished house no. 139 from 1541 has been
placed. Different kinds of Renaissance vaults have been preserved
in the interior

Fig. 281 Town House No. 143 – now two-story but originally a
three-story house, dating back to the earliest period of Jáchymov at
around 1520 when it belonged to the Inspector of Mines, Heinrich von
Könneritz

Fig. 282 Town house No. 131 – former pharmacy: This house dating
back to ca. 1520 housed the first pharmacy in Bohemia from 1526.
It was very probably in this house where Georgius Agricola lived
between 1527 and 1530 when he was employed as Jáchymov’s town
pharmacist and physician and became acquainted with the principles
of mining. In Jáchymov Agricola wrote his first treatise on mining
(“Bermannus sive de re metallica dialogus”, published 1530) which
was a predecessor of his extensive compendium, ”De re metallica libri
XII“ (Twelve Books about Mining), published in Basel in 1556
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Fig. 283
Freudenstein castle

Freudenstein Castle (1.2-CZ)
Freudenstein castle is situated outside the
boundaries of the Urban Heritage Zone on a hill
above the northwest edge of the town, for the
protection of which it was built in 1516–1517 by
Stephan Schlick. Reportedly, illegal minting of
the first Jáchymov thalers started in its cellars in
1519. In 1548, the castle became royal property
and began serving as the seat of the Royal Inspectors of Mines. In 1634, during the siege by

the Swedish army, the castle was considerably
damaged by artillery and it was burnt down.
Only two towers were upstanding. A larger tower in the northwest corner, called Šlik (Schlick)
tower, still exists in its full height of 19 m. In the
southwest corner, there is a lower cylindrical
tower called the Prachárna (powder store), 12
meters high. In the 18th and 19th centuries, the
tower was used to store gunpowder for mining
purposes.
Fig. 284
Powder store
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Svornost mine (1.3-CZ)
The Svornost (“Concord”) mine, founded in 1518,
bears exceptional evidence of the silver and uranium mining of Jáchymov. Until the mid-19th century, it was one of the main centres of silver, cobalt
and bismuth ore mining in Jáchymov.
The silver mining period is documented by the
two principal and still-functional drainage adits
which were driven into the mine during the 16th century: the St. Barbara adit (at a depth of 106 m) and
the St. Daniel adit (-148 m). With a length of more
than 10 km, the St. Barbara adit represents one of
the Europe’s longest drainage adits of that time.
Fig. 285 Headframe of the Svornost mine

Fig. 286 St. Daniel drainage adit

Fig. 287 St. Daniel drainage adit

Heaps and shaft collapses on the
Schweizer vein (1.4-CZ)
The line of heaps and shaft collapses on the Schweizer silver vein is an outstanding example of
aboveground remains of mining activities from
the first half of the 16th century when mining was
largely confined to shallow pits located near to
each other as a consequence of the then valid
mining law. More than one hundred heaps and
Fig. 289
16th-century heaps
on the Schweizer
vein
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Fig. 288 Historic silver mine working

shaft depressions are preserved over a distance
of 2.5 km, constituting thus one of largest uninterrupted zone of early modern heaps and shaft
depressions in Europe.
The Schweizer vein, discovered in 1526, was
the second most profitable vein in the Jáchymov
mining area in the 16th century; until 1589, from
31 mines on this vein, around 30 t of silver were
extracted. Reportedly, silver “could be dug out
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Elias valley district (1.5-CZ)
The Elias valley district is a place uniquely combining the well-preserved remains of silver and cobalt
ore mining from the 16th to 19th centuries with extensive remains of uranium ore mining from the
second half of the 20th century.

Fig. 290 Shaft collapses on the Schweizer vein

Fig. 292 Airborne laser scan of the Elias valley district showing intersecting rows of heaps and
depressions above 16th-century shafts following the trend of the main silver ore veins. Size of
these early modern heaps sharpely contrasts with the adjacent huge heaps of uranium shafts
from the 1950s-1960s.

Fig. 291 Native silver from the Schweizer vein

with a hoe” down to 80 m. The Schweizer vein
belongs to the group of N-S striking vein structures (the so called ‘midnight veins’). Its outcrop
which almost followed the course of the present
road from Mariánská village to the Abertamy
turn is documented by a broad zone with a
dense concentration of heaps and shaft depressions stretching nearly 2.5 km. The volume of the
heaps ranges from several tens to the first thousands of m3; many heaps feature characteristic
funnel-shaped depressions on the top (1 to 3 per
one heap) with an upper diameter of up to 8 m
and a maximum depth of 8 m that represent the
collars of caved-in shafts.
This zone dates from the first half of the 16th
century when, under the Jáchymov mining code,
shafts sunk where the ore was discovered (the
so-called “discovery shafts”) were located in the
centre of the mining claim which was about 84 m
long and 14 m wide. To this claim, mining claims
sized approximately 56 x 14 m were allotted on
both sides of the “discovery shaft”. Due to the
small size of the allotments, the outcrop areas
of the ore veins were covered with hundreds of
small shafts which are located near to each other.

Fig. 293 Heaps and shaft-collapses of 16th-century silver mines

The remains of the early modern mining period
are wonderfully exposed on a hill to the left of the
road between Nové Město and the Abertamy turn,
where intersecting systems of dozens of minor
heaps and shaft depressions copying the main
morning and midnight silver veins are still clearly
visible representing a relict early modern mining
landscape. From the level of the Eliášský potok
stream, several important adits have been driven,
the caved-in mouths of which still can be traced.
Apart from the Elias inclined shaft (1537) in the valley, numerous other shafts were sunk higher up the
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Fig. 294 Heinzen pond (c. 1540) with heaps of the Eduard uranium mine (1950s) in the background

Fig. 295 Culvert of the Heinzen pond

Fig. 296 Remains of the water ditch leading from the Heinz pond (c. 1850)
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hills, of which the most important one was the Rudolf shaft (in 1850 renamed to Werner in honour of
Abraham Gottlob Werner, the renowned professor
of the Freiberg’s Mining Academy and, after 1945,
to Rovnost) which later became the deepest shaft
of the Jáchymov Mining Area (660 m).
To supply the mines and dressing installations
with water as a source of energy, the Heinzen
pond with more than a 6-metre-high dam and a
massive vaulted stone culvert was built around
1540 (today Horký rybník pond). To the northwest of the pond, a 16th century water-collecting
ditch has been preserved, while on the southeastern slope, another ditch brought the water
from the Heinzen pond towards the Elias mine
where a torso of a water-wheel chamber built of
stone can still be recognized. In the mid-19th century, a new ditch was constructed which since
1851 carried water from the Heinz pond to the
winding wheel and mine pumps of the Werner
shaft and from here it was directed underground
to Jáchymov, where the water was used to propel the water column hoisting machine of the
Svornost mine and the nearby stamping batteries. A large part of this ditch including, in places,
mica-schist slabs used to cover the trough is still
preserved.

Fig. 297
Mouth of the Fundgrübner adit
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Mouth of the Fundgrübner Adit (1.6-CZ)
The beginning of mining in Jáchymov and the
foundation of the town itself are very closely connected with Fundgrübner adit in the oldest part of
the town. In 1516, Stephan Count Schlick, took up
the financing of the work where a rich source of silver ore was struck in the cementation zone of the
Fundgrübner vein. This finding triggered Jáchymov silver fever. The entrance to the Fundgrübner
adit is situated next to the house no. 496, near the
Baroque Chapel of St. Anne. It is lined by flat mica
schist stones of local origin and fitted with modern-era bars with a lock. The adit is not currently
accessible.

Turkish hill (1.7-CZ)
The area of Turkish hill represents another historically important part of the Jáchymov mining
district, which has been extensively mined since
the foundation of Jáchymov, and which is still
documented by a large number of old shaft depressions and caved adits. At the same time, this
area provides important evidence of water management skills of miners in the 16th century and

later. The entire hill is transected by the Gegenbau and Dürrenschönberger adits which served
as a canal bringing motive water from the Neklid
(Unruh) adit under Boží Dar to the Svornost mine
where it propelled the water-powered gin and
stamp mills. The total length of the waterworks
including its underground part exceeded 4 km.
The Gegenbau and Dürrenschönberger adits are
still used for water management purposes.

Fig. 298 Dürrenschönberger adit

Fig. 299 Gegenbau adit
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2.a.3.2 Tin mining landscapes
After silver, tin was historically the second most important metal that was mined and processed in the
Ore Mountains. Tin placer mining started in the 13th
century in the western part of the Ore Mountains
close to the Sauberg Mountain near Ehrenfriedersdorf and in the eastern part in Krupka. Underground mining did not start probably sooner than
in the 13th century when two main mining centres
developed near Krupka (4-CZ) in the Bohemian
and at Ehrenfriedersdorf (13-DE) in the Saxon Ore
Mountains. The main heyday enjoyed tin mining
in the 14th and 15th centuries but especially in the
16th century when the discovery of new deposits in
the highest parts of the mountains contributed to
that the total Bohemian and Saxon tin production
exceeded that of England and the Ore Mountains
were the biggest tin producer in the world. After the
decline caused by the Thirty Years’ War, the output
of tin did not reach its 16th century peak until the

second half of the 20th century when the production
rose rapidly as a consequence of new mining activities, especially in Altenberg, the largest deposit of
tin ore in Central Europe. Highly distinctive mining
landscapes aboveground and underground give
illustrative evidence of this and other periods. Tin
was mined in the Ore Mountains during the early
times by placer mining, and by underhand stoping
methods in steep or vertical greisen veins, which
were often excavated directly from the surface, or
by underground mining of stockwork deposits or
flat-lying greisen veins by shafts or galleries. The
traditional Saxon mining term ‘greisen’ applied to
highly altered granitic rocks rich in tin ore became
a generic name for this type of rock. In the case of
placer mining tin ore was obtained primarily by
panning the weathered outcrops of tin deposits
and/or colluvial (downhill) and alluvial (stream)
sediments during the early mining periods.

The selected, principal, tin mining landscapes
tangibly bear testimony to the exceptional variety
of tin ore deposits including secondary placer deposits as well as primary deposits bound to flat or
steep lying greisen veins, extensive stockworks or
skarn rocks, and, correspondingly, the broad variety of mining technologies applied; specific tin

mining landscapes mirroring the type of deposit
and mining technologies applied including placer
mining fields, large open cuts, heaps and shaft
depressions as well as impressive underground
stopes; and the worldwide important inventions in
the field of mine drainage and ore processing.

Fig. 300
Tin mining landscapes of the Ore
Mountains (base
map, Wagenbreth)
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2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape: Outstanding example of a multi-layered
tin mining landscape that gives evidence to the
extraction of different types of tin ore deposits
pioneering water management structures, and,
pioneering technologies in ore processing from
the 15th century onwards. The closely related Lauenstein Administrative Centre (3-DE) is a fine
example of the colonisation of the transboundary
region in the Eastern Ore Mountains, and in particular of the Saxon-Bohemian interconnection
and of manorial tin mining at Zinn-wald.
10-DE Buchholz Mining Landscape: It testifies with its relict mining landscape of tin placers, shaft collapses and underground mine
works southwest of the Buchholz mining town
tin mining from the 15th to the late 18th century
within a surrounding silver mining landscape.
The mining activities gave rise to the foundation of the mining town ‘St. Katharinenberg im
Buchholz’ in 1495 which developed in competition to the neighbouring silver mining town Annaberg.
13-DE Ehrenfriedersdorf Mining Landscape: Outstanding testimony to tin mining operations including archaeological remains and
technological ensembles from early placer mining (13th century), medieval near-surface and
opencast mining (14th), and large-scale underground mining (15th century to 20th centuries)
at the Sauberg (mountain). It was here that the
pioneering water pumping system ‘Ehrenfriedersdorf Kunstgezeug’ was invented in the 16th
century that was the dominating water hoisting
technology worldwide for about 200 years.
15-DE Eibenstock Mining Landscape: Remarkable archaeological site of tin mining operations including technological remains of the
14th to the 19th centuries. The density of vast
areas of collapsed shafts, the placer fields, the
open-cast and underground mines, the dressing works and relicts of several ditches as well
as the archaeological remains of ore crushing places, charcoal places, ore transportation
routes interconnected with small agricultural
fields is exceptional.
2-CZ Abertamy – Boží Dar – Horní Blatná
Mining Landscape: As a relict landscape, it provides outstanding evidence of the methods of
early tin placer mining as well as of cassiterite
mining from steep greisen veins especially from
the 16th to the 18th centuries, and of extracting tin from polymetallic skarns from the 16th
century until the 1860s. The huge early modern opencast tin mines and giant underground
stopes have no match in the series and the

world. The mining town of Horní Blatná is the
only example of a 16th-century planned foundation of a mining town in a vicinity of other
than silver deposits.
4-CZ Krupka Mining Landscape: The medieval mining town of Krupka and its relict mining landscape gives an outstanding evidence of
exploiting different kinds of tin deposits from
the 13th to the 20th century. It is extraordinary
by the density of late medieval to early modern
mine workings the distribution of which was
dictated by the then valid mining law. As the
oldest tin mining district in the Ore Mountains,
Krupka contributed to the development and region-wide transfer of tin mining techniques in
the Ore Mountains and Central Europe.
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Selected component parts:

Description of the component parts

2-DE Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape
Summary
Altenberg-Zinnwald Mining Landscape is located close to the German-Czech border in the
high mountain area of the Eastern Erzgebirge,
32 km south of Dresden. It is the most easterly
mining district in the Saxon Ore Mountains and
the landscape is characterized by a gently sloping plain with occasional rolling hills and deep
river valley dissections that gradually descend
to the north. The landscape is highly modified
by mining activities from the 15th to the late
20th centuries. Whereas the appearance of the
landscape of the Geisingberg has only changed
slightly after the beginning of the 20th century
and is today protected by nature law, the surrounding urban areas were heavily affected by
World War II, mining activities of the second half
of the 20th century, and subsequent remediation
activities. The Aschergraben is located within a
reforested area. As a result, the landscape documents the relationship between long lasting
mining activities, the development of agriculture and mining settlements as well as environmental impact of mining. Additionally, the surrounding landscape located in the buffer zone
provides broader context.
A world-class tin deposit determines the location of mines that were worked by opencast
mines,, shafts and adits. Cassiterite (tin ore) and
wolframite (tungsten ore) occur in quartz/greisen
flat-lying veins and stockworks hosted in a rhyolite and granite porphyry intrusion that is oriented NNW-SSE. It is a truly transboundary deposit,
straddling the crest of the Ore Mountains for some
5 km from Altenberg to Zinnwald/Cinovec.
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